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GIVE US A CHANCE
This bank wants your friendship and your
confidence. It can obtain neither on unless
you give the chance.
Wrf are anxioui to ple-s- e
yotf. Foásibly we
Cfrü't.do it, beoause you, know its impossible
to pleftse everybody. But we would at least
liles the chance to TRY. Then if we fall down
Us our own fault. Come in ana lets talk it
over. The latch string is out.
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WITH
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DANK OFCOMMERCE OF. TAIBAN

NEW MEXICO

WHAT SAVING CAN DO
Never in the history of this
aouutry were the opportunities
for children making money so
great as the present. Any ten
year old boy cr girl ..can these
days earn dollars where their
parents when their ages could
not earn pennies..
There was never a time when
children could ave and safely
invert their earnings at so high
rate of interest as is provided
for through the medium of war
8avings Stamps whioh the Government is now selling. ...
Any hustling and thrifty boy
or girl how in ward sobools. or in
faot any grads of the public
school can begin right now
making and saving pennies, tiio- kels and dimes, investir g them
in War Savings Stamps and, by
the time they have finished their
high school ooure willhave suf
ficient money With whioh to pay
one or two years expenses thru
the University, and the BOY OR
GIRL WHO DOES THIS IS
KOOuISHLY SPEND THEIR
EARNTNGs ANl wAlT FOR
DAD" TO "FOOTTHE BILL'

MtíHilimMlHMH'lMt

Pardee

1

SqIMh

Albuquerque, NewMex.

MAKES IT EASIER TO
GET BONUSES
Washington, D. C Under a
new ruling of the War Depait4
meat, officers and soldiers en
titled to a bonus of $60 on their
disoharge from the army need
not hereafter present their certificates of disoharge to the gone
officer at Washington in making
olaim for this albwanee. A
oertified copy of tbe discharge
certificate will be accepted.

April 1918.
ON THE DEATH OF
o, BLoa. . rr. iimne. n. m
GOV. Wm. C. MsDONALD
WHERÉA8, It has pleased
Almighty God in His infinite
IS
COKCERH
ROWELL
Wisdom to take from our midst
one of the foremost stockmen of
OPERATING OH TAILOR
the state, and one of our most
TXACTKGRTHOF CITY respected and beloved members,
Governor William C. McDonald,
MORE TRUCKS FOR
loss is keenly felt by the
whose
WESTERN
AT
ORB
POSTAL SERVICE
New Mexico Cattle and Horse
CO.
REFINING
OIL 4
Washington, D. .C Fifteen
Growers' Association and each
automotile trucks for
hundred
STARTS TWO "WELLS
of its members, as ell as every
used
by the war Departmerly
SAND8
SHALLOW
FOR
stockman in New Mexico,
have
allotted to the
been
ment
and
Department.
This
Office
Post
k
Re
OU
WHEREAS, In the death of
The Great Western
2,700
military
of
a
total
makes
of
composed
fining Company,
Governor William C. McDonald,
assigned to the post office
largely New Meiioo people with the commonwealth and the live trucks
by
the
War Department.
Roswell,
has
stock industry of New Mexioo
the home offioe in
J.
T
the
on
started two rigs
have suffered an irreparable loss
U. S. Horses Bring $118 Eaoh
Majors tret northwest of Brown now. therefore, be it
preparation
RESOLVED, By the New
wood, and has made
Washington, D. C. An aver
for shallow drilling on the C. E. Mexioo Cattle and Horse Grow age of $118. each was the prise
tract, a lease of 50 aares ers Association In convention reoeived by the Government for
Xt which le hld by the Great assembled at Albuquerque, New 53,548 horses and 43,406 mules
The Great Mexioo, March 25, 26 and 27 sold at public auction in thirty
Western Company.
by 1919, that we tender our sincere six camps and cantonments be
beaded"
Western Company is
and
H. G. Rowley as president,
sympathy to the bereaved family tween November 1U 1918, and
C. L. Burns as secretary and of Governor MoDonald, and that Maroh 1, 1919.
treasurer, both of whom are here oopies of this resolution be sent
In to members of his family and to
looking mfter operations.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Brown
in
"'
addition to the h sidings
the press throughout the state.
Justas soon as the school
eunty, this company holds
term begins to draw to a close,
leases ot bout S0.00Ü aores of
the reoommendation season will
SHE wA8 EXPERIENCED
land in eastern New Mexico and
open. School offioers shonld use
The would be lady-killexpects to start operations there
the wtmcetOaution in this respot
entered a restaurant, glanced at Good judgment, sincerity and
oon. .
The wells being drilled by this the menu-- then looked at the honesty should be used by any
person granting such request,
company north and west of waitress.
"Nics day, little one," he as many recommendations are
Brownwood are near shallow
not worth the paper they are
production on ajolning traots, began.
seanswered
she
drilling
t4YeJ
it
Is,'
deep
near
are
written on and are really detri
and also
was yester mental to the one securing the
so
said
and
verely"
Chllders
on
the
way
now under
Ella, and position.
Ma y reoommend
traotand the deep test of the day: and my name ispeaoh,
and
am
little
a
I
know
I
Company
fc
Refining
who
Oil
parsons
ate not even honRucker
quite
a
little
here
been
Tve
Judge
tract.
possess but inferior
who
and
est,
on the Orantbam
I like the plaoe, and I qualifications.
while,
and
will
understood
is
H
flwayne,
to he
also undertake deep operations don't think 'I'm too nice
did
I
leave TREES TO F ALLEN HEROES
I'd
on bis holdings in that vioinity. working here. If
and
satisfactory,
the Partridge My
The outoocs
Dedication of trees planted on
' My brooounlry.
oompamye tert on the Weedon I'm from the
Day to perpetuate the
Arbor
treot, northeast of this district, ther is cook hsre and h weighs memories of men who lost their
pounds, and
will have an important bearing nearly two hundred
lives in the war, is reoommeded
neok of a
broke
the
he
upon the future operations of last week
by the Seoretary of Agriculture
to make a date
the Great western company as fellow who tried
in a letter be i as sent
Houston
was in
wall as other companies whioh with me for a show that
to the governors of the s tates.
Now, what
have seoured blocks of aoreags town at that time.
Mrs Walter Brown left Thursyou
have?"
will
4n that area.
day for her home in Arizona
In his confusion he ordered
after visiting her sister Mri
Brownwood Bulletin
lemon soup, ebioken chops and jeise Harris at Tolar for a few
Brownwood, Texas. oelery pie.
Attys-at-La- w
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WHOWANT8TO

MAKE
HIS COMMUNITY A

-

BETTER PLACE IN

Building Material
Paints,
Oils.
Hardware, Implements,
Post,
Wire
Harness,
Saddles,

WHICH TO LIVE?
The community is marie up of
Every individual
individuals.
fa a unit. As the financial condition of the individual improves
so does the Community prosper
and every institution and busi
ness in it. Money saved in nom
hat suras-i-t- he
dimes and quart
ers and fire dollar bills invested
in War Savings 8tsmps will la
ter return to the Home Commun
ity in substantial sums, heavy!
with earned jnterest forinvest
ment in that Community.
The business of living is the
sum of all earthly oonoerns?
Thrift is 'good Management of
Thrift is
the business living
Power I Save and Succeed!
.
Buy 1919 W. 8. 8.
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Partially filled

War Savings Certificatcs.

0

both the 1918 and the
1919 War Savings Certificates
there are spaces for twonty War
Savings 8tamps. If there is but
on War Savings Stamp on a 4
Certificate the value of the Cer
tifioate is $5.00, maturity value;
if there are twenty War 8avings
Stamps on the Certificate the
value of the Certificate is $100.00
Every War
maturity value.
Savings Stamp affixed to a War
8avings Certificate adds $500
(maturity value) to the value of
Persons who
the Certifioats.
have War Savings Certificates of
the issue partly filled with War
Savings Stamps of the 1918 is
sue should be made to under
stands if they do not already
understand, that every 1918 War
Savings 8tamp is worth $5.00
and they should oarefully keep
1918 Certificates. If they desire
they may have their 1918 Wat
Savings Stamps registered, with
out oust, at a money order
-

Post-offic-

stamps.
The following table shows the
value per montn of War Stamps

June
July
August
September
October
November
Deoember
C.

$4.12
4 13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.20
4.21
4.22
4.23

W. Jackson has complained

of being sick a few days this
week. His wife says it is just
the Oil f sver.

J. L.

W.

P. Stone

C.

&

Wilson Bros
Dealers

in Drtooods,

Ladies

Son.

t3

& Go.
Shoes

and

Notions

Gents Furnishing.

,

,

March
April
May

J. Stone has bought thethare in our
store whioh belonged to B. T. Stone.

i

The De Baca County Abstract Co.

War 8avinc Stamps
Owners of War 8avings 8tamps
may havo them registered with
out charge at any money order
Postoffice. Registration protect
the owner against loss in oase of
fire, theft or other loss. War
Savings Stamps bought during
1918 may be registered any time
although 1918 War Savings
Stamps are not now on sale.
War Savings Stamps of the 1919
issue, whioh are now on sale,
may be registered at any time;
if desired, one may register at
the Postofflce his War Savings
Stamps at the time of purchase
or register when Certificate has
been filled. It is not compnlsoy
that one register War Savings

tne 1919 issue;
January
February

WISH TO THANK my customers and
friends for.'the business you have given me
during the year of. 1918, and I will be at
your service to the best of my ability during the coming year. '

e.

Registration op

of

2

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.

1

On-

z

Woodward and C. I.
Speight came home from clovis
Sunday to visit homef oiks.

bonded

abstractors

Abstracts of T'tle, Fire. Insurance, investments

NORA BLACK, Manager
FORT SUMNER, N. M.

We Are Ready For The Boom
Our warehouses are filled to their Capacity
COMPLETE STOCK of GROCERIES
For the Farmer, Cattle-me- n
and
Freeh Vegeta-able- s,
Candies and Notions. Good Eats and Soft Beds.
Smokes too. No Hard Drinks All Soft.
Twenty Thousand Dollar Stock To Seleot from.
Oil-me- n.

G. H. ATKERSON & Co.

Taiban,

New Mexico

The Coming Oil Camp of Eastern New Mejc

Shall Taiban Get
This Important

Enterprise
A SWEET POTATO CURING
PLANT WOULD BE A
BIG ASSET

Are we going to get together
and see what can be done about
this curing proposition? It will
be a help to the country profit
able to the farmer and alarga
drawing card for Taiban.
will
the Commercial Club take this
in hand f There is a patent pro
oess to take care of sweet Dota.
ios and a plant whioh would oost
about 357,000 would hold
0
bushels of potatoes, costing
SI per bu. are prooured mí a
cost ofTtp 10
hu. and
10,-00-

eis-r'pe- r

Ml ' Wl

D.
303

In

Mum tar

inakui.
IU. MillT,

SVIFT...& CO.
bavi

Washington, O. C.

are sold for $2.50 or $3,00
ier
ousnel, and while it will take
considerable capital to finance
the deal. Conservative figures
promise prefit of more than
100 per cení a vear. wkr not
Taiban land ,'the plant? now i
tne time to ned your potatoes.
Enterpriser

DANDRUFF

KB:U5T" DUI:

17-YEA-R

MINING AND OIL

INVA-

PART .OF

THE UNITED STATES.
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(Prepared by the V.

S.

Department

of Agriculture.)

HE most interesting insect in
the world, the periodical cicada,
Is coins to be seen, perhaps m
'
véry large numbers, during .the
coming spring anu eariy oum- mer over large regions ol tne
United States where this brood
has not appeared before f or
17 years, and over other regions where another
brood appeared 13 years ago. This is the insect
locust,"
commonly referred to as the
'
name that is incorrect In at least two particulars.
properly
being
name
It Is not a locust at all, that
applied only to members of the grasshopper family,
period, it also has a
and while it has a
period. It has been so long miscalled by the
name of locust, however, that there is no hope of
divesting it of that Incorrect appellation, and in
the regions where there is the longer period of
recurrence It will continue to be known as the
locust," and in the areas of the shorter recurlocust." The scienrence period as the
tifically accepted name of periodical cicada, therefore. Is the only one that exactly fits.
The statement that this is the most interesting
insect in the world will hardly be questioned any
where, nnd it is the most interesting because it Is
the most anomalous, or possibly, because it has
always appeared to be so mysterious. The fact
that it appears In countless numbers one year, then
is not seen again for half the average lifetime of
human beings and then suddenly appears again in
countless numbers, has kept the popular mind mystified and has woven many superstitions about the
cicada. When it is known that the Insects spend
the 13 or 17 years In slow development beneath the
ground and emerge at al most exactly the same
spot where they entered the ground 13 or 17 years
before then the mystery disappears, but the interest, if anything, is intensified. One of the queerest things in nature is that in spite of such' extremely slow growth In their subterranean habitat,
all the millions of individuals attain maturity and
burst from the ground at
wax
r
almost the same moment.
Every "locust year" Is,
in some sort, a year of
fear and dread. It appears
to have been so with the
1 7 - y e a r brood
savages and has remained
with a smaller
so with their civilized sucbrood this
cessors, notwithstanding
year will not
the fact that the cicada
bring about conhas been under investigaditions approachtion for well over 200
ing those of 186&
years, and the appearance
The United
departof the swarms are foreStates
told by entomologists as
ment of agriculaccurately as eclipses of
ture has long kept
moon are foretold by asclose check on all
tronomers. People have
of the broods of
f"7 S i
'""'"Vi
fancied that they could deboth families and
tect in the cry of the
is able to say
cicada a resemblance to
with almost
unfailing
the name of the monarch,
Pharaoh, that persecuted
accuracy Just
OCCURRENCE OF THE PERIODICAL CICADA IN 1919. LARGE
the Israelites, and that ocwhen and over
DOTS REPRESENT DENSE AND SMALL DOTS SCATTERING!
cult belief or fear added
what territory
PEST! ' CROSSES REPRESENT,
COLONIES OF THE
any brood will
to the somewhat dolorous
CICADA..
COLONIES OF THE I
sound has served to make
appear.
the cry of the cicada generally an unwelcome one.
year
are brood 10,
this
two
The
broods due
Very long ago some superstition attached to the
and brood 18,
family,
which belongs to the
dark bars of the filmy wings. These bars are alfamily.
which belongs to the
ways In the shape of the letter W, but few people
Brood 10 has the widest distribution of any
remember that through a period of 13 or 17 years,
Beginning at the eastern extremity of
brood.
and great significance la attached to It at each
Long Island, it sweeps west and south to the Misrecurrence. Some prophet has arisen always to
sissippi river at Cairo, 111., and extends as far
announce that the W on the locust's wings means
north as central Wisconsin and as far south as
"war." Since this outbreak will come Just at the
middle Georgia, with some Isolated colonies as far
conclusion Of the greatest war, and when even the
northeast as upper Vermont, and one as far west
Imagination of the rural prophet could hardly conas the boundary Une between Iowa and Nebraska.
jure up the likelihood of another one, some new
The whole or portions of 20 states are Included
explanation will apparently have to be found this
within this range. There are three regions of
time. But no doubt the cicada will, as usual, be
d
greater occurrence, one covering New
greeted as a harbinger of disaster, and, as usual,
and eastern Pennsylvania ; another covthere will be reports of deaths caused by stings of
ering all of Indiana, the greater part of Ohio and
the cicada, a belief that has persisted in spite of
southern Michigan, and a,third covering western
positive proof that the cicada has no sting, that
North Carollpa, eastern Tennessee, and northern
only by the extremest accident could it inflict a
Georgia..
wound either with bill or ovipositor, and that It
brood that comes out this
Brood 18, the
could not, in any case, Inject a poison.
"year, Is comparatively a small brood and Is made
Injury Is Usually Overestimated.
up of scattered colonies rather than of the dense
Opon every appearance of large broods of
and compact swarms that mark the larger broods.
fear Is aroused that trees will be destroyed,
Five states are affected by It Alabama, Georgia,
particularly young trees of the fruiting and ornaNorth Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee
mental species. There would seem to be some
It touches only limited areas of these states.
.but
ground for such a fear. The number of the In.
Cicadas Will Appear in May.
jects Is so tremendous that one can hardly underdoes not appear to materially affect the
Latitude
stand how they can deposit their eggs In the young
emergence from the ground, the cicada in
of
time
end tender branches of the trees without killing
the lake states coming out within a week or two of
them. Tet the fact remains that there have been
the same time as In the Gulf and South Atlantic
some
In
sections of the United
outbreaks of cicadas
states. This data ranges from the last week lu
States in most of the years since this country was ' May to the first in June, and the shrieking hosts
discovered and that no very grave damage ever yet
may be looked for throughout the whole territory
has been done. Very young fruit trees sometimes
indicated at about that time. Late in May or
Injured,
no
little
or
but
are killed or seriously
In June the under sides of leaves on pracearly
permanent injury is done to forest trees or mature
tically H trees In dense brood areas will be
trees of any kind and measures of protection can
studded with the cast skins and every wooded
employed that will save the young and tender
will be resounding with the shrill drums.
place
Injury.
stock from serious
later the desposltlon of eggs In
month
a
Inasmuch as the coming 1919 brood of locusts
branches will have become general.
may be one of the largest on record. It Is particuFear aroused by the presence of this Insect in
larly Important to allay excessive fear of destruc- great
numbers Is out of proportion to the real
on
guard,
people
to
as
have
well
to timber as
Elon
damage likely to be done. People In infested eec-tiothe few preventive measures possible may
should not become unduly alarmed, but
be applied. The belief that the 1919 brood will be
should apply such methods of control as are posexceptionally large Is based on the fact .that the
sible. In young orchards and nurseries', the safest
brood coming out this year Is brood 10,
method Is the hand collection of the Insects at the
'
and
broods,
that
jwrhaps the largest of the
time of emergence or as soon afterward as posfamily comes out at the
brood 18 of the
Every Cicada tries to climb some plant or
sible.
greatest
locust
18C8
year
was
the
The
ame time.
Immediately after coming out of the ground,
19, the largest
tree
brood
year
In
history.
that
year In
be shaken off and
broods, appeared In conjunction with ' and great numbers of them can This
of the
practice may
collected In bags or umbrellas.
maup
wi
to
combining
two
the
10,
""
brood
be continued for an Indefinite time after emer-largest
the
colncldence-o- f
infestation.
Jhe
dented
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"17-ye- ar

"13-ye-

Arizona.
After a wait of more than four
months, Superintendent C. C. Arata it
practically ready to resume operations
e
A
at the Pittsburg-Jerome- .
compressor cylinder to replace
the one that was broken on the 26tb
of October has been delivered in Jer
high-pressur-

ome.

--

mryii

TRANSFORMATION OF PERIODICAL
NUMBERS

17-ye-

13-ye-

Jersey,-Marylan-

13-ye-

,

17-ye-

17-ye-

13-ye-

rayw

'

"

'

"
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The executive board of the Associa
tion of Arizona Mining Men sent a tel
egram to Secretary of the Treasury
Glass at Washington indorsing the
movement reported, as having been
launched In New York to urge on the
government the removal of restriction!
on the shipping and price of exported
silver. This announcement was made
by President C. P. Reiniger of the as
sociatlon.

.

CICADA

INDICATE STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

Come.

When the

13-ye-

e,

L'nlon New Service.

small bottle of "Danderine"
keeps hair thick, strong,
beautiful.'
Girls! Try this! Doubles beauty
of your hair in a tew
'

moments.

7

?f

;

i

ic

"17-ye- ar

com-plet-

Nmpiptr

Attention has been called to a recent
decision of the Department of the In
terior by the Arizona State Bureau of
mines in regard to an application received by the department for patent of
certain mining claim. This ' claim
was located on lands, after these had
been withdrawn under the act of June
25, 1910, as amended by the act of Aug.
24, 1912. This amendment provides
that lands so withdrawn shall at all
times be open to exploration, discovery, occupation, and ; purchase under
the mining laws of the United States,
so far as the same apply to metalliferous minerals. A deposit of uranium,
anadium and radium occurred upon
the claim referred to. In the decision
of the Interior Department it was held
that location on such deposits was pos
sible, but, In the nature of things, such
deposits .were not metalliferous minerals and as such could not be patented
in the face of withdrawal. This decision was based upon the fact that it is
the salts of uranium, vanadium and ra
dium that are mined and used in a
commercial way, and not the metals 1p
a native state, and that they are sim
ilar In nature to potash ,or aluminum
and are earthy, and therefore, are not
metals in the strictest sense. They are,
minhowever, classed as
erals.
The'geophone, invented during the
war to determine the exact location oí
sounds above and beneath the surface
of the earth soon. will, be used extensively In mining operations in this
country, the bureau of mines an
nounced in Washington. The instru
ment will be used In mining operations
the bureau stated either for sounding
purposes or in determining the location of men blocked from escape by
cavélns or explosions.

MOST MYSTERIOUS
INSECT KNOWN TO
DE-LARGE

HAIRFALL OUT

o NEWS
WMtirg

SCIENTISTS WILL

MAKES

WESTERN

"ir"

v
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Within ten minutes after an appli
cation of Danderine you can not find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will please you most will be after a few
weeks' use, when you. see new hair, fine
and downy at first yes but really
new lialr growing all over the scalp
A little Danderine immediately dou
bles the beauty of your hair. No dif
ference how dull, faded, brittle ana
scraggy, Just moisten a cloth with Dan
derine and carefully draw it throúghv
your balr, taking one small strand at a
time. The effect Is amazing your hair
will be light, fluffy and wavy, and have
an appearance of abundance ; an incomparable lustre, softness and
Get a small bottle of Knowlton'a
Danderine for a few cents at any drug:
store or toilet counter, and prove that
your hair is as pretty and soft as any
that It has been neglected or injured
by careless treatment that's all you
surely can have beautiful hair and lots
of It If you will Just try a little Dan

ierlne.

Adv.

World League of Women.
100 French girls sent
over recently to American colleges for
their education, and the deputation
of representative French and English
X
a been filed with the state corporation women who are bringing messages of
commission by the Bethlehem Oil Com gratltiy'e and Inspiration for us,
The oeriodlcal cicada, the real name of the
pany of Roswell, capitalized at $100,-000- .
a few Indications of the growing
insect commonly called "locust," will appear,
The Jornado Oil Company of. So feeling of oneness among the women
Alabama,
thi venr in the following states:
corro has been Incorporated by W. R of the world.
District of Columbia, Delaware, Georgia,
as statutory agent, William
Bunton
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland,
McDougall
and George Keith of CarA man who neglects his own busiMnanchnsetts. Michigan. New Jersey, New
thage, N. M. The company is capital ness can't be troubled' to look after
Pennsylvania,
$
York, North Carolina, Ohio,
ized at $100,000. The third company other people's affairs.
South Carolina, xenneBsee, inuwuh -is the Quay Wichita Oil and Gas Comglnia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
pany of Tucumcarl, capitalized at $40,'
When a married man has no mind of
The Injury done by the periodical cicada
000, by A. D. Goldenburg, Joseph Is his own his wife Is apt to give him a
grooves
chiseling
In
consists almost wholly
rael, R. A. Prentice, J. A. Street and piece of hers.
X In the branches of trees lor depositing es-- f
M.
Tucumcarl.
of
all
Koch,
H.
This Injury always appears to be greater
People who have nothing to do but
than it actually Is. Popular aiarm is
visit are the worst kind of bores.
'.
Wyoming.
damage.
general
out of proportion to
The Hopewell Oil Company, a $100,'
Young fruit trees are sometimes killed
measures
000
Colorado concern, filed its articles
precautionary
The
cicada.
by the
of . Incorporation at .the state house,
are: Defer putting out young fruit trees till
Cheyenne, thereby serving notice of Its
next year; postpone budding operations; do
Intention to extend its operations to
no pruning this winter or spring.
Wyoming.
When the Insects begin coming out, hand
fnick them from young fruit trees or spray
"
Colorado.
Courtney Tel! How Sho
them wltn pyreuiruiu iwwua,
There has been a sense of suppress
emulsions or a solution of carbolic acid or
Was
Cured by Lydia E. "
ed excitement in and about Lake City
acetic acid.
VegeUbla
bePinkham's
to
ready
are
insects
the
when
Later,
because of mineral discoveries and an
Compound.
nouncements that have been made dur
gin laying, spray young fruit trees with
.
,.
whitewash.
ing that time of mining projects that
OsValoosa, Iowa." For year X was
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cicada's appearancet
The year 1919 Is likely to be one of theworst "locust years" on record. But entomologists of the United States department ofnirrlculture see nothing- alarming in the pros-

New Mexico.
Three new oil companies have re
centiy been Incorporated in New Mex
ico. Articles of Incorporation have
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GERMANY MAY

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER

Has been used for all ailments that
are caused by a disordered stomach
and inactive Jlver, such as sick headache,
constipation, sour stomach,
nervous Indigestion, fermentation of
food, palpitation of the heart caused by
HUNGARIANS
WANT HUNS TO gases In the stomach. August Flower
FORM PACT TO FIGHT
Is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
both in stomach and Intestines, cleans
ALLIES.
and sweetens the stomach and alimentary canal, stimulates the liver to secrete the bile and impurities from the
WOULD
CEASE WORK blood. Sold in all civilized countries.
Give It a trial. Adv.

JlUf'

JOIN THE' REDS

AN

OPPRESSIVE

PEACE WOULD
MAKE HUNS JOIN WITH
RU8SIA.

WMlirn N.wepaper Union New, Service.

Weimar, March 3L Apropos of Hu
go Hasse's speech In the national as
sembly, urging a restoration of cor-

Constipated Children Gladly Take

dial relations between Germany and
Russia, the' Kreuz Zeitung of Berlin
claims that Haas
secretly visited
Riga late In 1918 and got. Into touch
with the Bolshevikl there. When the
Russian soviet troops were repulsed
and Haase found agenta of the Lettish
government on his trail, Haase disap
peared.

"California Syrup of Figs"
For the Liver and Bowels
Tell your dnijgist you want genuine
"California Syrup of Figs." Pull directions
and dose for babies and children of all ages
wJjo are constipated, bilious, feverish, tongue-coateor full of cold, are plainly printed on
the bottle. Look for the name 'California'
and accept no other "Fig Syrup." .

d,
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KEEP THEIR MONEY AT HOME REMARKABLE

TEST OF LOVE

Many People in England Evidently Surely Any Woman Would Be Satis
Will Not Entruat Savings to
fied With Proof That Waa Of.
the Cara of, Bank.
fered Mrs. Newlywed.
A vast amount of money still Ilea
uninvested in the country, declares the
London Mall. In a Yorkshire village
there la a fisherman who Is known to
have five thousand dollars in notes in
cottage. He
his
wears clothes which cost about 'ten
dollars before the war, and owns
fishing boat worth one thousand or fifteen hundred dollars. In the same vil
lage a short time ago a fisherman
bought his cottage, and when the owner called for a deposit he counted out
fifteen hundred dollars in gold, the full
purchase price. In a neighboring town
there Is at least one fisherman who
has five thousand dollars or more In
notes in his little bouse, but he can
not be induced to Invest any of. It
When he has been urged to do so he
has said that he "preferred to have it
near him as it is safer !" A woman in
a Yorkshire country town one morning
walked Into a lawyer's office and pro
duced a handbag containing two thou
which she bad
sand
collected in thirty years, After asking
advice on Investing the money she
stated that at night she took the handbag up to her bedroom. When she
traveled she took the handbag with
her, an,d on one occasion left it on the
rack in the train. She remembered her
treasure before she left the station
and recovered it
thlrty-dollar-a-ye-

Disgusted.
Hostess Tm sorry you found Hiss
Bigger a poor conversationalist
Jack Poor conversationalist? She's
absolutely the limit! Why, the only
thing she said to me the entire evening
was "no," and I had to propose to her
to get her to say that. Boston
.

'

A man with but one idea is sometimes worse than a man with Idea

at

alL

For a while, as they walked along,
neither spoke. The silence became
quite strained. At last she said ta a
hard, tense voice:
"You don't care whether Tm happy
or not, do you? We've been married
early a week and now you don't
care whether I'm happy or not"
"My angel, I do," he said miserably.
"But I simply cannot permit yon to do
that It is asking too much."
Two tears rolled down her cheeks
one for each cheek.
"You don't! You don't 1" she cried,
biting her lip tearfully. "You don't
care whether I'm happy or not!"
It was more than his tender, loving
heart could stand. He gulped guiltily.
"Oh, very well, go ahead if you like,"
he said gruffly.
And while she took out her powder
puff and powdered her nose and vi
cinity right, on the crowded pavement,
he turned his back and looked Into the
show windows of a piano shop so no
one would know he was with her.
'

GOT NEW IDEA OF RELIGION
Roosevelt Admitted He Had
Taken to Heart the Simple Faith
of the Doughboy.

Colonel

Colonel Roosevelt was a deeply re
ligious man, and one evening at Oyster
Bay he said to an editor :
"How this world war has clarified
our ideas! It has clarified my own
Ideas about religion.
"Before the war I was Inclined to
agree with the philosopher who said:
"'Religion is the experience consti
tuted by those thoughts, feelings and
actions which spring from man's sense
of dependence upon power or powers
controlling the universe, and which
have as their center of Interest the
cosmic fortune of values.'
"But how different is the definition
of religion that the doughboy has flung
us from the trenches, and how heartily
Is our agreement when he says:
" 'Religion Is betting your life on th
existence of God.' "
'

Probably the most difficult ascent is

getting up a subscription.
But few persons want

the things

that are to be had for the asking.

me

Reported 100,000 Destroy Property of
Samga.
Seoul. Serious disorders have oc
curred at Samga, a village In south
eastern Korea, according to dispatches
received here. It is said that Koreans
numbering 100,000 gathered at Samga,
cut telegraph wires and set fire to
the town hall. Armed with scythes,
members of the mob are reported to
have attacked the postoffice and po
lice stations. There was severe fighting and many casualties were Inflicted
In the clash between the mob and the
police and a small detachment of
troops. Strong reinforcements have
been sent to Samga. Unrest continues
throughout the country.

165 pounds.
Big Silver Shipment.
San Francisco. The two richest
treasure trains that ever crossed the
continent arrived here with $12,000,-00- 0
in bars of sliver bullion, which is
being shipped by the United States
government to India for the account
of the British government., Each
train consisted of ten cars. Owing to
the premium on silver in the Orient,
this bullion will Increase In value.

that no substitute can ever equal.

.

A healthful drink that leaves no .trace of
harm, a beverage grateful to the stomach,
that never upsets nerves, heart or digestion
as does sometimes coffee.

Boll just like coffee
thoroughly (15 minutes after boiling
begins) make it rich and dark and you have
something that makes your meal doubly
Boil

'

$

two sizes 15c & 25c'

-

Motor Company Fixes Minimum.
Oakland,' Cal. Establishment of a
minimum wage scale of $6 a day at
Motor Car
the plunt of the Hall-ScoCompany, Involving about 2,000
has been announced here by
Col. F. J. nail, senior member of the
firm. , "It Is to meet the high and
growing cost of living and In a measure to offset, or at least manfully and
squarely meet, the growing Industrial
unrest that we have decided upon the
new wage scale," Colonel Hall said.
tt

enjoyable.

At Grocers

SAGE TEA DARKENS
HAIR TO ANY SHADE

Dont stay Gray!

Here's an
time Recipe that Anybody
can Apply.

&

Old- -

The use of Sage and Sulphur for re
storing faded, gray hair to Its natural
color dates back to grandmother's
time. She used It to keep her hair
beautifully dark, glossy and attractive. Whenever her hair took on that
dull, faded or streaked appearance,
this simple mixture was applied with
wonderful effect
But brewing at home is mussy and
Nowadays, by asking at
any drug store for a bottle of "Wyeth'a
Sage and Sulphur Compound," you
will get this famous old preparation,
Improved by the addition of other Ingredients, which can be depended up
on to restore natural color and beauty
to the hair.
n
A
downtown druggist
ays It darkens the hair so naturally
and evenly that nobody can tell It has
been applied. You simply dampen
sponge or soft brush with It and draw
this through your hair, taking one
trand at a time. By morning the
gray hair disappears, and after an
other application or two, it becomes
beautifully dark and glossy. Adv.

Finest Burley Tobacco
till Perfect

Mellow-age- d
--

f-

a dash of Chocolate

e.

well-know-

otCJZAtt&ZZkz

one-hal-

ostm Cereal

a

ident he put all the Republicans out
of office and took In Democrats In
stead. This system was called the
spoils system. We still have it when
ever a Democrat wins the election."
Indianapolis Star.
'

Filling Him Full.
T haven't had a bite to eat since
yesterday morning, and" whined the
Vienna. Following the practice put measly mendicant '
Into effect by the Russian soviet gov"Indeed! WeU, then" returned
ernment at Moscow, bank presidents Tennyson J. Daft, the versatile versifl- In Budapest have become mere figure
catlonlst, beginning to paw through
heads, while soviet clerks administer his pockets. "H'm I h'm I Where did
the business. Rents no longer are paid I put it? Ah, here It is a poetical de
to landlords but to the government, scription of a Babylonian feast, which
which Is represented by the janitors. I dashed off last night. I will read It
The stores have been nationalized and to you. I'm sure you will appreciate
the heads of factories have been re It" Kansas City Star.
placed by those elected by the work
men. The banking business is being
Important to Mother
Examine carefully everv bottle' of
handicapped under the new regula
tions. No one Is allowed to draw out CASTOBIA, that famous old remedy
more than $100 except In the payment lor lniants and children, and see that It
Rear th
of salaries.
srvrjt . r.
Signature
KOREANS RIOT.
in use ror uver su tears

Italian aviator, announced here that
he had designed and begun the manufacture of "flivver" airplanes, so
small as to be capable of landing on
almost any country road and designed to sell for $1,250. The planes,
Captain D'Annunzio said, will have a
wing spread of less than twenty feet
and will be guaranteed to fly for two
f
hours at an average
and
peed of fifty miles per hour, carrying
a passenger weighing not more than

satisfying, old-tiflavor to
The Original

a Reason

Paris. The extension of the author
ity of General Mangtn, who, according
to reports, will be chosen to direct the
allied operations against Hungary, to
Include the Polish army, will be con
sidered by the allied military authori
ties, says Le Matin, in order to estab
lish under one command a front from
the Baltic sea to the Black sea.

To Build Cheap Airplanes.
New, Tork. Capt Ugo D'Annunzio,

There's a rich,

it There's

His Political Belief.
The question asked for an explana
tion of "the spoils system," and "how
long did it lastr
A" politician's
son, the nature of
whose party was very evident wrote:
When Andrew Jackson became pres

.

uopennagen. xne Budapest corre
spondent says the Hungarian govern
ment has offered to ally Itself with the
German government against the en
tente, according to a dispatch received
here.
Herr Stoessel, a member of the
German majority Socialist party, ad
dressing the council of soldiers and
workmen at Bromberg, Prussia, according to the Berlin Tageblatt, threat
ened that if the entente powers enforced an oppressive peace the workers
of Germany would cease work and let
the allies come and make what they
wanted themselves.
"We in the executive committee,"
Herr Stoessel Is quoted as saying, "are
resolved that in given circumstances
we may follow the example of Hun
gary. We also can ally ourselves with
Russia."

ft

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

Hewitt
man.
Jewett
good

Constructive Work. .
He's a constructive states

I understand he Is pretty
at building political fences.

The speechless lady on a $20 gold
piece Is proof positive that silence is
golden.

T

Tlvt Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

YourNqseKnows'
Guaranteed by

mooavanwia
His Handicap.
"Here, you blundering boob I What's
the matter with you?" snarled a pedestrian who had collided with Jud Jostle
of Grudge, who was walloping around
In Kansas City's midst. "Confound
your clumsiness ! Why don't you keep
to the right?"
" 'Cuz I can't !" answered the offend
er. Tm
and I get so rattled that I keep forgetting which is
which." Kansas City Star.

The Biggest Show.

'For about an hour Aunt Mlrandya

three dusky offspring had been "pestering" her to take them to the circus.
The big tents had just been pitched
three or four blocks away, and there
was great excitement in the neighborhood.
"Now, you all go on away," com-

manded Aunt Mirandy. "I gotta work
to buy yo' grub an' yo clo's. I ain't
got no time to take yo' nowheres."
"Den ask pappy to take us," pleadHetdachee. BlllotM Attack,, Indigestion, an ed one of the youngsters.
eared by taklif May Apple, Aloe, Jalap made
Adr.
"Huh! Yo' pa ain't got no lntrug
Into Pleaaant Pelleta (Dr. Plerce'i).
In no circus
No, suh!"
Muddy Day.
Then after a pause she added con"Henrietta" exclaimed Mr. Meekton, temptuously:
"He ain't got de
all of a sudden, "I'm going to put my slightes' ambition for no circus since
foot down "
he done had de delirious trembles."
"I was Just going to speak of that," New York Globe.
she Interrupted. "You are going to
put both feet down on that mat on
Service, Please.- the front step and wipe them carefully
The new maid crowded the dinner
the next time you come into this on the table and retired to the privacy
house."
of the kitchen. In answer to a call
from the dining room she replied :
Lots of men know how to cure
"Surely youse is all well and strong
e
hams, but are unable to
them. enough to do your own reachln'."
pro-cur-

The Tonme Test
Put a little alum on the end of your
tongue and you will have the reason
why alum baking powder should
not be used in food.
England and France forbid the sale
of baking powder containing alum.

,

You can tell whether baking powder
contains alum by reading the label.

Dr. PMC
CHE AM

BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream

of Tartar derived from Grapes

Contains No Alum Leaves No Bitter Tasto

TALB AN VALLEY NEWS.
rOREIQN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

,

Cardinal Cassetta, bishop of Fraslibrarian of the Holy Roman
church, Is dead.
Alexandre Mlllerand, former minister of war, Is reported to have been
appointed governor, of Alsace-Lo- r
ralne.
Premier Paderewski of Poland has
sent to Herbert Hoover, director general of allied relief, a message ' of'
thanks for the food sent Poland.
Germany cannot and will not sign
a peace which involves the annexation of Danzig by Toland, President
Ebert declared in a speech, a dispatch
from Berlin says.
The Bavarian minister of foreign
affairs has informed the German government that Bavaria will disarm her
soldiers and henceforth will not furnish troops for the empire.
Commander Frederick J. Home, tho
American naval attache at Tokio, has
been decorated with the Order of the
Sacred Treasure by the emperor of
Japan for "his splendid service as
naval attache."
"Get out and stay out!" shouted a
crowd of Austrians as the train carrying Former Emperor Charles of Austria, passed Feldklrch station on its
way into Switzerland. Former Emperor Charles and hla family will reside at the chateau of Wartegg at
Staad, near Rorschach, on Lake Constance,' which is owned by the Duke
of Parma.
General Rosso, who was In command of a part of the Italian line
along the Isonzo river in October,
1917, when the great German-Austria- n
attack was launched, has been acof the
quitted by a court-marticharge of having abandoned bis position too soon before the enemy attack.
This was the first trial arising from
the Caporetto disaster.
Eighty cars of food for Russian
prisoners In German camps have ar- lved at Coblenz. The distribution of
the food to different camps will be
supervised by American experts. Two
barges of flour have arrived from Rotterdam, this being the first shipment
of supplies for the Third army to come
by the way of the Rhine. Consign
ments of clothing and other supplies
are en route.
ea tl and
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SAVING THE ELM.
Waatarn Nawapapar Union News Harvlea.

Senator Clark's resolution to sub
T am so happy," said the elm tree.
'Oh, I am so happy and so glad. Life
mit the woman's suffrage amendment
to the voters of the state at the next Is very beautiful, very indeed."
regular
election was passed by the
"What makes you so happy, elm
FROM ALL SOURCES
tree?" asked the young elm tree near
Senate:
Agaplto Madrid of Luz Cañón, N. by. 'It was always known as the young
M., died at the age of 115 years, ac- elm tree for the first elm tree was oldWAYINQS, DOINGS, ACHI VE.
er, much older and was called THE
Albucording to reports received
querque. His Bon claimed he iad elm tree, or Grandfather Elm.
ME NTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
Please tell me If it is your bithday,
never been ill.
AND FEARS OP MANKIND.
Elm T I know you are old
Grandfather
bridge
new
The steel work on the
you should have a birth
I
think
and
n
across the San Juan river at Farm-I- day party.
you did, I am sure the
If
'Waatern Nawspapar Union If awa Barrica.
gton has been finished 'and within
wind, and the trees opposite, would
thirty days the flooring is expected wish you
WESTERN
all sorts of happiness, a
to be in, the structure painted and the
Automobile bandits stepped into the
long life, and we would sing you a
big pier in place.
Iowa State Bank in Dei Moines, locked
birthday poem, though we couldn't
E. H. Hunter, bookkeeper, and M,R.
Flavlo Rameriz, Robert Ortega and very well give you presents.
Pharmer, assistant cashier, in the
Jesus Ortiz of Gallup has been bound
"Trees can't give presents very
washroom after Pharmer had opened
over to await the action of the grand well."- ury on charges made against them
the vault, secured $20,000 and made
"It's not exactly my birthday," said
by three yoqng glris. Their bond was Grandfather Elm, "but in a way it's
their getaway.
fixed by the court at $2,000 each.
The attempt to reopen the shipyard
like a birthday celebration, for now
can look forward to lots and lots
and contract machine shops in the San
Venf eslado Valdez, who was sen
Francisco bay region after nearly two
tenced to a three to five year term in of birthdays and other days and weeks
months' idleness because of strikes
the state penitentiary 'after being con- and months and years.
Involving 10,000 machinists failed,
"I am going to live a long while. I
victed of cattle stealing and who im
to both sides. The machinists
mediately, broke jail, was captured am so happy about it for I love life.
truck to enforce a demand for a half
chase into the I love to look down at the people and
after . a sixty-mil- e
day holiday on Saturday.
I love to keep them cool under my
Jemes mountains.
shade whén the weather becomes hot
The trial of Frederic T. Woodman,
Legislature
Fourth
State
That the
'Of course now I am just ready
mayor of Los Angeles,' indicted on a
exceeded the appropriations of .the
harge of asking, agreeing to receive
Third State Legislature in the sum of for the summer. I am trying to look
and receiving a bribe, is set for April
$89,207.99, was the discovery made by my best and my brightest as all the
17. The early date was fixed at tho
Rupert F. Asplund, director of the trees are at this time of the year."
request of the mayor's attorney, who
"It is fine to hear you say you are
State Taxpayers' Association. Mr.
aid he wanted the, case settled before
Asplund compiled the figures and going to live a long time,", said the
the May municipal primaries.
made the comparisons, and said they young elm tree.
"It makes me very happy, too," said
En route to Washington to discuss
are accurate as far as he can ascerGrandfather Elm. "You see I was quit
Independence for their archipelago,
tain.
ill and now I am well."
members of the Philippine independLuis Tapia, who has been an Inmate
"Were you 111, Grandfather?" asked
ence commission arriving on an army
of the state prison for a number of
hear
transport are spending a few days in
years, serving a long term '.from the young elm. "I am so sorry to good
you were having a
thought
I
It
San Francisco conferring with local
Guadalupe county, has been pardoned
when I saw
business men regarding trade condiby Governor Larrazolo. His daugh deal of care and attention
the work which yon were having
and
the
Francisco
San
tions between
ter went to Santa Fé for the purpose all
done for yon,
Philippines.
of interceding for him and as he had
NelI didn't think that was because
May
Vera
bodies
of
The dead
a good record and it was apparent you'But
were 111 but because you were be
son, a stenographer, and Xoshlo Ho-adthat his health was in bad shape, he ing all
dressed up and all fussed up
a Japanese, were found in a San SPORT
was released on conditions.
for tho spring and summer. Tell me
Francisco restaurant in the woman's
Superintendent R. V. Moorehead of about If without trembling with nervH. Ralston and F. Smith of Detroit
apartments. The deaths were caused
Alamo Hueco, Janos and Ojitos ousness.", .
the
stand
in
place
bowled
the
fifth
into
by bullet wounds. According to the
reached Hachlta to obtain
ranches,
n
the
events
of
ings
in
the
"Yes, I was very, very ill," said the
police Hosada shot the woman and
Congress tourna the $5,000 ransom demanded for the elm tree. "I didn't know whether I
then killed himself. No motive for the American Bowling
ment at Toledo.
Their score was release of ranch employes and their would ever get well or not. I had all
crime has been found by the police.
families captured by Martin. Lopes and
144.
A bill providing for the regulation
his band of rebels. The captives. In
Merrion
Barlow,
Mrs.
H.
Ronald
by public school authorities of all pricluding "Bunk" Spencer, an American
Philadelphia,
defeated
Club,
Cricket
vate, parochial and denominational
born negro, and ten Mexicans, are emclub,
Oakmont
Miss
Fownes,
Sara
schools in Nebraska was passed by the
Pittsburgh, 1 up in the finals of the ployes vf the Janos and Ojitos ranchSenate of the State Legislature. The
North and South coif tournament at es In Mexico.
passed
already
has
measure, which
Numerous and Important are the
C.
the House, will empower public school Pineliurst, N.
Ted Lewis, former welterweight changes in the game laws, following
superintendents to inspect such instisession of the Fourth State Legistutions and "report to the proper of- champion of the world, has been ad the
They are as follows : On
lature.
hospital,
where
Vincent's
to
St.
submitted
any
books
text
ficers the use of
grouse
on
which is now an open sea- of
observation
will
under
close
be
he
versive of American institutions."
Í
season
sou,
lie
is closed for two years,
physicians to determine just what is
Unless there is an immediate reducA fishing license of $1 is required of
matter
with
him.
the
tion of approximately 20 per cent in
;
was all residents over the age of 12 years
Tom Cowler of England
the cost of necessaries of life all of
$5.
fishing
is
license
the
the mines and smelters in Utah will knocked out by Billy Miske of Sta The open season on turkey, tasseled-eareclose, according to the declarations of Paul. Minn.. In the fourth round of
squirrel and deer is from Octo
bout at Balti
,a circular issued by metal mine oper scheduled twelve-rounto November 5th of each
ber
20th
ators of that state to merchants in more. Cowler had been floored by year. Deer must have horns at least
to
rights
with
previously
Miske
twice
Utah's mining camps. The statement
six inches long, the head to accompany
is issued by a committee recently ap- the Jaw, once in the third round and carcass at all times. One deer is al
to
A
left
pointed by the operators and is based again early In the fourth.
lowed each person in one season,
on investigations of living costs in the stomach finished him.
Three turkeys are allowed each per Grandfather
Elm Swayed In the
GENERAL
metal producing communities.
son In one season. Shooting of quail
Breeze.
intelligent
life
to
as
New indications
WASHINGTON
is from November 1st to December
George Fort, assistant treasurer of on the planet Mars are announced by 31st of each year. The killing of all sorts of things the matter with me.
the United States, died at his home in Prof. William Henry Pickering, now .migratory birds must conform to the My wood was cracking and I was gen
Washington of heart failure. He had head of an observatory in the West federal migratory bird laws. The bag erally In bad shape.
"They talked about roe, people did,
recovered recently from an attack of Indies, and brother of thé late Edward limit for game and fish to be taken
Pickering of Harvard.
In any one day is twenty quail, fifty and they said it would be a great pity
Influenza.
Alexander II. Stephens, brother of trout, or ten pounds; fifty other fish to cut me down. They said I gave
Army camps to be abandoned by the
V. Stephens, former governor of or fifteen pounds : thirty birds of shade In the hot summer, they said I
Lon
buildings,
including
Department,
War
fishing li was very beautiful and they said I
railroad trackage, sewage systems and Missouri, pleaded guilty at Jefferson other species.
other facilities, are to be sold to the City to a charge of embezzling $44,000 cense $5; resident fishing license $1; should be saved If possible."
!
"That was fine," said the young elm
highest bidders, and April 15 has been from the Boonville Nationnl bank and resident bird license $1.25;
big tree.
to
months
serve
eleven
$10.25;
was
sentenced
resident
license
bird
receiving
dent
bids.
for
as
date
the
fixed
big
"It certainly made me happy," said
The nlan is to sell entire camps for In the Henry county Jail. The era game license $1.50;
lump sums and big industrial concerns bezzlement occurred over a period of game license, $25.25 ; resident big Grandfather Elm.
"Tell me some more," said the young
are regarded as the most likely pur 1915, 1916 and 1017, while Stephens game and bird license, $2.25; resident
bank.
of
the
was
$2.50.
cashier
tree.
elm'
licence,
fish
big
slid
bird
chasers.
"A lot of very clever tree doctors
Ralph Brady of Syracuse, N. T.,
The Rt. Rev. Monslgnor Antonio
Increased use by American fanners
were sent for and they said that 1
of tractors was shown In reports from and "K. O." Mars of Cincinnati fought Fourchegu of Santa Fé, has been could
be saved. Oh, how happy that
twelve-rounBoston.
draw
at
a
ap
named administrator of the archdiomanufacturers, estimating that
And Grandfather Elm
me!"
The distillers of the United States cese of Santa Fé, which is the largest made
proximately 315,000 of the machlueB
swayed in the breeze and smiled.
in area in the United States.
will be nroduced this year. This is are waiting only for the signing of
"All the bad wood which had start
more than double the number mana peace treaty in Paris to start a bit
Shellhorn, 13 year old son of Mr, ed in to hurt me was taken, away.
Nov,
ter war against the dry law of
factured last year.
and Mrs. K. W. Shellhorn of Silver Then they fixed up the places where
shotgun, the old w6od had been so it would keep
City, carrying a
Unusual growth of trade between 21, last
Organization of a "council of sol started out to hunt a rabbit and when in good condition In the future.
the United States and Oceania-wa- s
shown In a report in the bureau of diers, sailors and marines" to take ac about 500 yards from the home the
"I had steel straps put upon me in
foreign and domestic commerce. In the tlve part in Chicago politics went for gun fell from his hand and accident certain places to keep me from blow
first eight months of the fiscal year ward in spite of advice given its lead ally shot him in his left leg, breaking ing over and fixed in such a way so I
Oceania took $135,880,769 worth of ex era by Mal. Gen. Ieonard .Wood that It In several pieces, He called for his could sway and laugh and blow natports from this country, as compared they avoid such organizations.
mother but the shot had severed an urally with the rest of you. Damage amounting to $200,000 to the artery and he bled to death before aid
"My, but when they said I was all
with $83,906,806 in the same period
right, how I did rejoice! I was so
last year, and sold the United States Second Congregational church, one of could be found.
sooda valned at $139.871.602, an In the largest in New England, was
An unusual idea lias originated in happy, so happy."
crease of $02,000,000 over last year.
"We must certainly call it your
caused by a fire which wrecked the in Albuquerque to preserve the only
Forty-si- r
per cent of the commis- terlor and threatened the Skinner me written evidence which a soldier has birthday," said the young elm tree.
"Yes," said the other near-btrees
chapel adjoining, in Holyoke,
sioned officers who were on the army morlal
of his service In the war; his dis which had heard Grandfather Elm
Mass.
discharged
1918,
had
been
11,
Nov.
Slats
charge papers are photographed and
members of if lie loses the original papers or they Tree's story, "it Is the best time to
Bringing twenty-fiv- e
,on March 20 last A statistical report
talk of your birthday. For you're a
from
wives
home
iprepared by the general staff showed Conirress and their
are lost through the malls or in any fine old tree and you will not Uve
steamthe
canal,
Panama
the
a
of
tour
duty
on
188,434
officers
of
the
that
other wax he and his family will have many, many years, and when wo wish
when the armistice was signed, 102,473 shin Panama arrived in New York the photographed proof. Tills scheme you many happy returns, we will know
Bollv
Zamora,
Julio
were in service on March 20. The from Cristobal.
ras evolved because of the difficul that our wishes will come true."
greatest reduction was In the chemical ian financial agent to the United ties arising through the loss in the
And the wind blew and whistled this
George
warfare service, 83 per cent of its com States, accompanied by MaJ.army,
malls of the discharge papers of two tune which the trees all joined In:
al
States
United
Crager
the
of
missioned personnel 'having been re
soldiers applying for the sixty dollar
Man? hippy retnrna of tb daj,
so was aboard.
Wa feel to happy and gay.
leased.
bonus allowed by Congress.
wa lova you, our flna old trea,
For
socle
expert
dancer,
Castle,
Vernon
And alarava will, run apft.
seon
The first loans to railroads
The first airplane which has been
And
Elm smiled and
Grandfather
left
but
airman,
and
ty
hero
favorite
curity of certificates of indebtedness
tecelved at the Albuquerque aviation swayed as he said his "thank you's!"
wealth
he
the
of
amount
small
a
administration
railroad
by
the
in
Issued
ichool has taken Its maiden flight
were made today by the war finance earned. His estate Is valued at less the air. The machine arrived by ex
g
Twins.
a
may
only
few
be
and
$i,000
corporation, to an aggregate of about than
press1 several days ago from Buffalo
Robert,
four,
had Just heard of the
William
by
was
announced
hundred, It
$5.700,000. The Chicago, Burlington
pre
given
thorough
a
.nd has been
new arrival of twins at his house.. He
Qulncy got about $4,000,000; Western Klein, counsel for Mrs. Castle In New llininnry overhauling by the mechanics hardly knew what was meant5 by
York;
ana
tne Jliesu
Mnrvland. $931.000,
the school.
The first chartered post of the new itDr. ICR. Farley, superintendent of "twins," so was very anxious to see
peak A Ohio $800,000.
his brothers. When he saw them they
has
veterans
ly organized World War
Readjustment of shipbuilding cost
league, was host at a were lying in a bassinette, one at each
the
Gen. Leonard
MaJ.
after
named
been
expected
Is
e
production
dinner at Santa Fé at the Da Vargas end, all covered but their heads. Rob
to peace-timIs known as. Gen. Leonard
hotel, attended by some fifty young ert looked at them and then very dis
by experts of the Shipping Board to Wood. It No.
at
Is
locaUd
1
and
Wood
Post
Republicans, who organized a State gustedly said:
establish a basic price in me neign
vet
111., where the national
Young Men's Republican Club, as
borhood of $150 a ton for future con Aurora.
"They surely are funny twins, two
erans' organization was founded,
tracts let to American yards.
eonclusion to the entertainment
heads, one at each end, but no feet."
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WILL ULTIMATELY CARRY
ALL PERISHABLE PRODUCTS TO MARKETS
TRUCKS

MOTOR

.

two-me-

non-reside-

Transporting Cow to Market
World's problems are being solved
by the motor truck, according to Wil
liam Fulton. Melhuish, president of
a large motor truck concern. Careful - gathering of statistics, .by Mr.
Melhuish, consultations with authorities, have (shown conclusively that 50
per cent of the perishable products
of the American farmers do not reach
the market.
"Motor trucks will ultimately All the
bill and enable every farmer to get to
the market 100 per cent of his production, of perishable foods," said Mr.
Melhuish.
"As America promotes Its
road building efforts and improves the
highways the farmers will see the
light by millions and motor truck mak
ers will never be able to meet the
demand for their product
Work of One Man.
'
"Some days ago I learned of real
facts regarding the use of the motor
track by one farmer.' This man, living only 17 miles from a big city, was
atr the same time ten miles from his
nearest railroad. Inability to secure
shipping and Inability to get his goods
to the railroad caused losses not only
to him but to other farmers.
"He was Induced to use a motor
truck. At that time be had only $500
in the bank. He boueht the truck.
took Jh work for his neighbors of

ELIMINATED

FAULTS

STARTING

IN

CRANK

Starting cranks fastened to an auto
mobile cause much trouble and annoyance by swinging, rattling, and
wearing the bearing unnecessarily. By

non-res-

y

Funny-Lookin-

antl-snloo- n

hauling their produce to market, along'
wltlt his. own, and today has three
trucks In' operation, all owned by him
and paid for, and has $5,000 in the
bank. Neighbors whose work he originally did finally became purchasers
of trucks and he took on the work oC
others. The neighbors likewise prospered and spread out Today the original farmer, able to reach the mar
ket with his produce and dependent
only upon himself for the haulage,
has Increased his acreage and is busy
with his own affairs largely, and making more money than he ever though'
possible from farming.
v .
Used Everywhere.
,
"Motor trucks are today being used
by fanners everywhere. ' Every day;
we learn of dealers who have seen
the light and who aré giving tip the
hard work of selling In the- overcrowded cities to travel to the farming population and to educate them into the
mysteries, as they call them, of the
horseless wagon. One successful farmer using a motor truck is a recommendation equaled by no other that I
know, and the market created Is well
worth while. Oa the other hand, the
salesman and the maker who inspires
that salesman is doing for humanitj
A good turn, for he is accomplishing-wonderfu- l
results In lowering the high
cost of living."
;

-

CARE AND ATTENTION
REQUIRED FOR TUBES
Owner Wants to Avoid Inconven
ience of Changing on Road. '

J

50

Drill

hole

i

,

Extreme movement
of cranK

Spring Holds the Starting Crank
of an Automobile to Keep It From
Rattling.
jrill a
hole in the
frame, or fasten to a convenient bolt
h
coiled spring, which
a four to
nay be purchased cheaply at any hardware store, with ends bent out to fit
the bolt and crank. This holds the
crank rigid and prevents noise and
wear. A few drops of oil placed at A
will keep it lubricated. Popular Sci;
ence Monthly.
A Coll

six-Inc-

d

.

a Trailer.

eplral When Small Cracks Can Bo Observed
the use of an ordinary hook-en- d
spring of proper length to give a meIn Rubber While Stretched, It la
dium tension on the crank, these faults
Indication That Tuba Has
nay be eliminated. To make this,
Outlived Usefulness.

d

Non-reside-

In

NEW KEY TO SHAFT

FITTING

Not Good Practico to Fit Larger Key
to Shaft In Which Keyway Is
Badly Worn.

It is not always good practice to fit
a larger key to a shaft in which the
keyway is badly worn and has been
cut to take the new key. The trouble
Is that it is sometimes necessary to
remove so much metal that the shaft
Any welding
Is seriously weakened.
concern can fill in the old slot and
then cut a new keyway.

"How am I to know when an inner
tube Is 'done,' is a question I am ask
ed repeatedly," declares a tire dealer.
"It is the natural inquiry of a tire
user who has several repairs made on
his tubes and wishes to obtain the
utmost mileage from them, yet wants
to avoid the inconvenience of making
a tire change on the road, due to tire
trouble.
"In these times when economy is
the order of the day, a tiro user holding an old tube in his hand, can well
afford to ponder a minute before casting it aside as through.'
"It Is difficult sometimes to determine Just when a tube is unfit for
further service. However, porosity in
a tube usually Indicates that it has
attained Its three score and ten. In
this stage, of use, very small cracks
can be observed in the rubber if it Is
stretched and examined carefully.
The next development Is splitting
when the air pressure becomes too
great for the tube to bear.
"If the rubber in a tube Is tlive' It
may successfully bear as many patches as a beggar's coat But due care
must be exercised in the vulcanization of the patch to the tube, that too
large a portion of the tube around
the patch is not cured. If portions of
the tube have been overcured in patching operations, disaster is sure to follow.

"I believe that the lack of proper
care of the tube la responsible for
most of the troubles tire users experience. The observance of a few
precautions would help wonderfully to
eliminate these troubles.
"The absence of sufficient talc' between casing and tube allows the genCAUSE OF RADIATOR LEAKS eration of heat which vulcanizes the
tube to the fabric of the casing. Then
Vent In Filling Cap Overflows and Be. when you attempt to remove It it
tears.
.a
comes Choked With Sediment
"Much tube splitting is occasioned
;
Steam Forces Opening. ' .
by the slipping of the tube between
A frequent; cause of leaks in radia- the casing and the rim, which soon
tors Is that the vent In the filling cap results in a 'pinch.'
The remedy is
'
overflows and becomes choked with careful applying.
sediment, with the result that steam
"It seems to me that the whole
accumulates in the radiator, and the problem of obtaining maximum tube
pressure seeking an outlet forces, an mileage resolves itself into the simopening at the weakest point. A little ple matter of taking care of it propcare of the vent will remedy this trou erly."
' '
:
;'
'''
We
KEEP TOOLS FROM RUSTING
Mounting Often Defective.
It sometimes happens that while the
Gum Camphor
wheel itself may run perfectly true, Mixture of Vaseline and
Used as CoatlnfpWIII Prove
improper mounting of the rim and
Satisfactory.
tire give the impression of wobbling
to the whole assembly.
An excellent method of preventing
tools getting rusty Is to give them a
Dragging Brakes Generate Heat
coating of vaseline in which a little
Dragging brakes generate consider- gum camphor has been mixed, after
able heat and one can tell what the which the mixture is melted over a
condition of the system is by feeling slow fire. The coating should be apthe outside of the bands after a run. plied to the tool with a Boft rag.
x
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apartment
Dorsey.'!

A

Making

Over
By MAT BELLEVILLE BROWN
Copyright.

7When

and

live

there

with

From that time Ufe was lived on
peculiar terms in the bungalow on
Park Heights. Maxwell was despond'
eat but uncommunicative. Patience
was calm, yet weat about her work
with sadly Inscrutable eyes. Then
was a guarded, wistful friendliness be
tween the two, and a shying off from
each other, as though to avoid mention
ing the situation.
The painters and carpenters came
and went, transforming the shabby
house into charming freshness. Max
well began regular work on the lawn,
turning its rough surface into green
velvet, cutting dead sprouts from
shrubs and trees and training vines.
For years he had spent his evenings
downtown on the plea that he needed
relaxation.
Now he never left the place except
to go to his work, and in the long twl
lights Patience, ; with the light hand
work which she saved for evenings.
took a strange comfort in knowing that
he was busy near her. "Dorsey the
child's own contraction of the "Doro
thy" which was given at her christen
had been acquainted
with he"r father, but now she reveled
in the company of "daddy," and. trotted
after him like a frolicsome puppy. Her
father enjoyed It, too, and Patience
would hear their merry dialogue outside until bedtime.
The inside of the house had its metaniorphosis. Patience had the living
room done over Inexpensively in soft
browns, and. made the dining room,
with its Ivory enamel and blue walls,
seem as though Intended for the blue
china Inherited from her mother. Up
stairs the rooms were freshened with
white paint and fresh walls, and the
house stood transformed.
"I want to tell you, Max," announced
Patience, one evening, "that, now that'
the house Is ready, and the lawn is at
Its best, I feel that It should be put on
the market. There is really nothing to
hinder my going now !"
Max looked at her fixedly" for a mo
ment, then turned and left the room.
She had scarcely time to wonder until
he was back.
"Here!" He held out the gilt let
tered "Dressmaking" sign which for
some time had been at the Side
,

11. by the McClur
paper, syndicate.)

News

Maxwell Brltton came home

that night, it was too late for one to
fee how shabby the bungalow looked
Indoor the living room borrowed a
fiome-llklook from the lamplight, and
from the woman who sat sewing within
circle, but the lamplight was also a
its
for It showed walls hung with
a faded paper, mended curtains and de
e

crepit furniture.
i
"Ah, there, Patience I" Maxwell sa
luted his .wife jauntily. "I hope you
did not mind my not coming home to
supper, but Smlthers gave me a ticket
to the bowling match at the athletic
club, bo I took a lunch and went right
(oyer. Great little match It was, too."
His wife sewed on, serene7 and silent
Presently the man made another con
versational attempt.
"Looks awfully cozy in here tonight
I tell you I appreciate this nice little
borne of mine!".
Patience raised her eyes and looked
lit her husband. She was a fair
Woman, with broad, white brow and
fwell-shead. Tonight her brown eyes
d
land
mouth were gravely se- jrloua a she announced Quietly:
I
"Then you will be sorry to give

';
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How the Selective Draft Proved an Impossible Task Easily Possible
By CEN.

KILE OF PII!FS

E. H. CROWDER, Provott MirJJ CenetJ. U. S. A.

J
We are now too close to the events of the war to
assess them accurately. How great a part the American selective service played in the drama of the world
war history alone can tell.
Iff""
"t&
That a new and untried scheme of selection could
succeed at all was to many doubtful; that it should
attain results beyond the fondest dreams of its most
ardent supporters was unbelievable. To enroll for service 24,000,000 men, to mobilize a selected army of mora
than 2,800,000, a million of them in ninety days; to
have presently available for military duty 2,000,000
additional men; to classify this vast man power in the order of its military and industrial importance so as to preserve the domestic and industrial life of the nation, to speed up war-tim- e
activitiesy to maintain them
in a state of maximum efficient production, and to pave the way to a
speedy return to normal peace-tim- e
pursuits while recruiting the full fighting strength of the nation these are results that would be instantly
rejected as impossible did not the actual facts stand.
'
Truly were we the melting pot of the world ; and the cosmopolitan
composition of our population was never more strikingly disclosed than
by the recent events of the world' war. Then the melting pot stood in the
fierce fires of the national emergency, and its contents, heated in the
flames, either fused into the compact mass or floated off as dross.
The great and inspiring revelation here has been that men of foreign
..
and ot native origin alike responded to the call to arms with a patriotic
devotion that confounded the cynical plans of our archenemy and sur- nncfiod tmr mm ...pm.w ovTwof,v
t. B
n
i rou
r..w
UHler
u.fu,,iuiio, xr r
une ui uur camps, or ine casualty list irom a battlefield in France,
without realizing that America has fulfilled one of its highest missions
in breeding a spirit of common loyalty among all those" who have shared
luc uicatuuga vi. xno on jib iree ,6on.
I am certain that no ereat national undertaking was ever hpmm
which depended so utterly upon faith in a people for its execution, and
undoubtedly no faith has ever been more completely justified and no con- fidence more abundantly rewarded.
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Native Homestead
By EDITH
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Isle of Pi nee.

of the hidden treasures of some pirate
crew who were unable to return and
claim their
wealth. Even
now there is more or less desultory
search made from time to time by
some of the natives for pirate treasures supposed to be burled In tbo
...
)U up!"
caves and along the chores of the
"Wha-ati- "
the question faltered Into
Island.
something resembling a bleat. The
In 1776 the Spanish crown made a
(man handsome he was, with a trace
grant of the entire isle to a retired
of weakness, with full, blue eyes and
Spanish naval officer, who at bis
,
llky black hair dropped his Hp and
iaT
death left seven sons, among whom
tared.-So when T learned that It is one of the Isle of Pines was divided. From
The woman gased intently at her
the most beautiful and interesting the original grant down to the
Iwsband, choosing, her words.
erican
war the isle was the
"Z
,
"We have been married ten years,
home of Spanish aristocrats who had
Max, and you have never had more
than two hundred miles south of Key large interests in Cuba. When Cuba
jthan a fair salary. For five years we
West and not as far distant from New and Porto Rico were lost to Spain, the
were only two,, and everything was
xorK as me Mississippi, i aeciaea to leading inhabitants of the Isle of
new, so our expenses were not large,
Pines, being pure Spanish, regarding
visit
it.
but we saved nothing. Except for a
I found there were many routes to the Cubans as Inferiors, were very deiew Weeks when Dorsey came, I have
'
choose from, but I selected the quick- sirous, as the lesser of two evils, that
'done my own housework. Cp to that
est one, most commonly used, by way the sovereignty of the isle pass to the
Maxwell, what do you mean?" she
time I spent about a hundred dollars
of Jacksonville, Fla., Miami, and the United States. There was Inserted in.
Inasked. Was this the
delightful sea-raroute to Key West. the treaty of Paris, negotiated with
dewho
husband,
been
had
different
From there a sea trip of six hours Spain, a clause which President
generating into a loafer, this decided
interpreted as ceding the Isle
brings one to Havana, Cuba, and anman whose blue eyes flashed so darkly,
of Pines to the United States.
other by rail or auto, 35 miles, to
By "JACK" JOYNER. Vetma Hone Trsioer
and whose mouth was so firmly set?
now the most Important seaSent Many Men to the War.
"It means that, all the time you have
port on the south side of Cuba. The
been making over this house, you have
The Isle of Pines is extremely pa
been making me over, too, and that
The general public is once more keenly interested m racing, and, take a comfortable boat maklne the triotic, and has done Its full share
now I am ready to take the job off
now that the war is over and the people of the country as a whole have tr'P to the Isle of Pines in a few toward winning the war. While the
your hands!"
American population Is less than live
Patience, her hands clasped over her begun to realize the great value, of racing as the testing ground for the no"rs- thousand, and the percentage of the
i
,
uu reueiuuK jucaro, u lion vi euiry, roen
. .
heart, did not speak. It was his hour lTTlTMVMriSTYlOYlT ft Mil.
.
,r
T I
n - A
navnln. ouvx
over the draft age has
v. vuv
ttlliiiCiJ, 0CXVn;e, X lOOK. ior a we have our cnoice of
number of been who are
and he should dominate it He went
above normal, owing to the fact
remarkable and thoroughly legitimate revival of the sport provided, automobiles for a ride over a
on:
that many were originally attracted
"Every word you said that night
that certain matters of serious importance to its welfare receive ment turnPlk'e road, called here a by its climatic and health advantages,
was true only I had blamed every one due consideration, and that
the necessary action follows:
nevertheless it boasts a service flag
w
else and excused myself." It has taken
of over two hundred stars. Many
of
all
be
there
should
First
some
restrictive
regulation
of
now
our
prised
fine
equalat
your
road,
almost
on
the
three months of bard work
bright young men have
in vald
part to put me on the right track. I excessive
racing. In England, through the fact that purses lne ay boulevard found in our north- - rious branches of the enlisted
service.
The
have not told you that I have been and stakes are restricted in value until July 1, high-clas- s
youngsters are !r" cltie
women of the isle in their Red Cxons
.?ur are about chauffeur
hunus
tells
one
that
promoted twice since you brought me
not started i.before that date. Moreover, owners and trainers do not, 89 a dred miles of these cnlzada roads work have raised thousands of dollnrs.
up standing !"
In fact, more actual money to date
He laughed tremulously in his ex rule, start their high-cla- ss
more than three or four times built and nmintained by the govern- has been raised here than has been
mcnt'
citement, but mastered his voice.
during 'their first year on the turf, reserving them for the
,
secured and contributed by the Amer"Today they made me assistant man 'flaocino 7 OTIi-- Id tot vnlnahla
11
Tn l?i.nn.A
ican women in all Cuba.
U
I
Lnu
ycai'um
lo
iiu
aixuwcu
miiu!
Tn
my
ager in
fhA nlrtiirPSmiA littl
tmvn nf
department' Next year they
While all the wealthy Spaniards
are going to enlarge the company, and to start in. any event until August 1. As a natural result in these coun- - Santa Fe, about five hundred feet
originally Inhabiting the isle have
,s
will take me in they say they need a tries amuch larger number of 6peedy,
levelsea
meeting
ahove
notel
0
and developed
sold their properties to the AmeriBrltton In the firm Imagine !"
with
cans and returned to Spain or Cuba,
vitality
their
unimpaired,
close
seen
at
of
are
the
the
With a single motion, he broke the
the working natives, "pineros," as
season each year.
sign and threw It on the table.
pensive
are
Here
establishments.
'
they are termed, remain to the num"That's kindling wood, and nothing
sma11
Legislation by the Jockey club-o- r
American churches of almost ber of probably twenty-flv- e
a spirit of
upon the
hundred or
more ever!" he declared masterfully,
part
of the associations is essential. A series of events stakes as well as T.'y 'Ieno'nInatlon- - a bank- - 8Choo,s' three thousand. These pineros ara
"From now on, for the rest of the year, t
for both men and women, a pure Spanish. They
are industrious,
The money so largely given to two- - chamber of commerce, a large
you may use your needle for your own handicaps should be inaugurated.
He Turned to Listen.
and Dorsey's frills. Next year you are
events should be added to these distance events. This would sonic temple and other Institutions working faithfully ten or twelve hour
a day for the small wage of $1 to
,ld in avtrae American communl-trainer- s
a year on myself. Since then I have to hire some one to do It for you. Pa make them of sufficient value to make it worth while for owners and
$1.50 per day and boarding them!" his victorious voice took on a
tience
'
jearned her clothes and mine "with my note of pleading "your old shiftless
to point their best horses for these contests.
"fter resting and bathing In the selves. As workers they are regarded
tneedle making clothes for the chilas superior to the Mexican peons,
husband Is gone forever! Won't you
In my opinion, contrary to that of several other students of racing, Santa Rita thermal springs the privl- - Cubans
dren of the neighborhood."
or Jamaican negroes. They
give the new one a trial?"
the average .American thoroughbred of today has deteriorated from his I,Re of p,ef,t8 of our hoM ne feels are a quiet. Inoffensive people, fond of
Injured Innocence sat on Maxwell
woman
The resolute,
being.
All
a
new
like
tiredness
the
Britton's countenance as be pulled had disappeared, leaving
the Americans, and coses of theft or
behind a sob predecessor of ten to thirty years ago. Certainly as a stayer, and I am of tIie u,ng trin yanRhes.
'
himself erect.
bodily assault are rare. They aro of
bing creature who clung to Maxwell,
not
convinced
of
that
even
the
sprinter
fifteen years ago was not a better
The wealthy Spanish military and u
"A pretty ( tirade 1 Just because, trembling at his touch like a maiden
domestic temperament, marrying
government
came
classes
from
here
horse,
due
making
of
allowance,
course, for the faster records
after working hard all day I took a with her first love.
early and rearing large families.
little relaxation An a tree tlrlrof tnn
There are diversified amusements
I hoped that if I showed you what shown owing to the speedier tracks of today. That there has not been
uiauBiur i jiuve iu ue ru&ea over uie our home might be, you would not let the improvement justifiably expected with our recent importations of
for tourists. Automobillng over good
much cooler than Cuba. The bntlis
coals 1" His indignation grew with me destroy it," she sobbed ; "every
to all parts of the isle, deep-se- a
high-cla- ss
are marvelous for curing rheumatism. roadsfishing,-tennisforeign
is due to excessive
sires
racing
and
the
speech. "Since this is my welcome, I stroke
,
golf and horseback
gone
to make It lovely
has
that
nervous
obesity.
troubles and
The riding are especial
will go back, and you may expect me has been for you and Dorsey and to almost total elimination of distance racing.
favorites, as well
water comes from iron and magnesia
when you see me !"
us sea buttling in the warm salt wakeep us together !"
springs
"Max!" her voice was low, but he y The little home, dreaming cozlly In
of the Curlbbean. As to the
The history of the isle is replete ters
turned at the door to listen. "I am Its green setting, seemed to smile with
will not attempt a descripmany
with romance. How
of us know, tion, asI found
speaking for your sake and my own
happiness under the still moon, for It
I
it perfect.
I wonder, that Christopher Columbus,
and for Dorsey. You have failed to was safe.
,
Libnew
world,
st7?ond
trip
his
to
in
the
good
you
us
perhaps
with
can
make
was lost in the keys, or small Islands,
Expect Find of Interest.
do better without us. I will not work
The Birth of a Song.
surrounding the Isle of Pines for a
The Spokane museum has leased a
any harder to support myself and her
Regimental bands piped the French
e
number of days, finally landing on the
C,oplan ranch, near that city,
than I have done heretofore, so I have
..
Into
v.X
Colmar and Strasbourg to the
tw
Isle, upon which, after Inspection and and soon will begin "prospecting" for
J..IJ.Í
ucuwu iv uiv utrr.Huu gu lur k jtoi
By MISS MOINA MICHAEL, Unmnty of CcocgU
replenishing his supply of water, he the complete skeleton of one of Om
at least the future . depends upon tune of "Vons n'aures par 1' Alsace et
la Lorraine." It is one of the few
you."
bestowed the name of La Evangelista largest mastodons ever unearthed.
(the Kvangcl), later reaching the har- Parts of the skeleton have been loThe man leaned against the door, his airs which , have survived from the
multiplicity born of that period of Taka up our quarrel with the toe;
And now the torch and poppy red
bor of Butnbano, Cuba.
face white.
cated. The farm, which Is a ' low,
you
irom ffttlinr hands w throw
We wear in honor of our dead.
storm and stress following upon the To
boggy place, has been the source ot
"Do you mean It, Patty?" he whisPineapples
and
Pine.
yours
The
torch;
be
to
ye
high;
It
hold
Fear naught that
have died for
Franco-Germawar. "Vous n'aures If ye break
pered.
naught:
Is questionable whether the Isle several mastodon skeletons unearthed
faith with us who die
It
inpas"
was
the
a
of
flash
result
of
We shall not sleep through popples grow We've learned the lesson that ye taught
"I mean it, Max, and nothing can
of Pines gets its name from the won- In the past, years. There are several '
spiration on the part of Its author, In Flanders fluids.
in t landers flelds.
change me."
pineapples, weighing from more skeletons bogged In the place,
derful
Lieut.
Col.
McCrae.
John
Molna Michael.
"But Patty, I have always been true Ben Tayou, Just as was Rouget de
to
seven
flfteon pounds, growing so it Is believed, and the one the Spol'Isles's "Marseillaise," Patriotism was
to you 1"
Out of every great evént and for every great cause has come some profusely there, or to the pine trees. kane museum hopes to recover com-ple-te
both,
of
the
mother
though
and
"La
"True in the sense of relations with
will stand 14 feet high with
fitting memorial. The great American organization of mercy has its red ,he 0(l01 of which, when the wind Is
other women, but in the sense that you Marseillaise" will be sung long after
tusks extending about ten feet out
owe It to me and the children I might "Vous n'aurez pos" has been forgot cross; the Y. M. C,A. its red triangle. For the boys serving their coun-from the jaws. This will equn! lo
bear you to make the most of yourself ten, Ben Tayou's song will have been try on land or sea came the service star flag and pin.
sise the largest mastodon ever' un.
:
In
like
Pines,
early
days
Isle
of
the
song
stirring
happy
of
and
the
days
of
as a citizen and as a business man, you
The service flag met the psychological demand during the war, but I nany other islands of theCarlbbean earthed, which was found on thin1
French history.
have been false."
P'ra es- - "na tne same farm in 3878, and Is now on exren"
now a new need has arisen. Something is needed to keep alive that thrill
It was a strange colloquy. The man
part
of
Island
is often re- - hibition at the Academy jf Science In
the
onth
Again.
Silk
Hats
blustered,, at times wept, pleaded,
which we ail feel now for the inspiration and the triumph of the fight purded as the "Treasure Island" of Chicago.
The reappearance of the tall hat In
scolded ; but the woman's face scarcely
for democracy. The poppy should be the victory flower, and the torch of Stevenson's tale.
changed its expression, and her voice London has been duly chronicled. It
As recently as some thirty years
Very Platonic.
ptrMxü world tn memnrinlize tVm
Is not a new tall hat, but a more or ibertv the emblem chosen bv
was as unwavering as her purpose.
ago a Spaniard who had lived a long
Peter Prosser didn't believe In mar
worn
article that went Into In sacrifice of men who, like the hero author of "In Flanders Fields," gave
"The house is mine by deed of trust less
time on the Isle of Pines, as poor as riage. He kept on saying so. Platonfrom my father, through Dorsey to ternment toward the close of 1914. In
to save humanity. Let us keep faith with them.
the proverbial church mouse, suddenly ic friendship was good enough for
jne," she told him. "I want nothing the absence of the silk hat, the Hom-bur- g their all
out as a jfentleman of him, he affirmed.
blossomed
'
The
number
of
could
served
who
be
shown
men
service
your
by
(Stetson)
the
your
star
has
Use
to
salary
hat
obtained
further
al
jelse.
But oiio day Peter Prosser got mar
town position and I will look after mymost complete domination as a cover- of blue if they lived and of gold if they have died in the upper
d
f,uniiy to Hnvánn, the "Paris of the ried. Ills friends wondered, and one
self and Dorsey. I only ask a, little ing for the heads of such London men corner; service bars
d
. . . ÍI W . I VllMVM Ilift' I IHVlIlir
in the lower
--J .
corner would toll the length West Indies," and to him was traced, of them usked a question.
I
II M m Kt-as do not affect caps.
f
'"ge "Well," suid Peter indignantly. In
The cloak room of a London club of time served with the colors. The insignia of the branch of the service H the source wf clr'ntln'
by some money, and will sew here until
amount of old Spanish doubloons, reply, "I still believe In platonlc friend
I get the house ready for a tenant, and showed four silk hats, fifty
m the upper right-han-d
corner, and wound stripes if warrantedin the ..niPPts nf
rnIn:
nnd nthpf.
ship, of course, but I had to do some
a hat
half a dozen bowlers,-anI will ask you to keep on paying such
of the pirate days. It was generaUy thing.
Another fellow camo along
billfe as you have met before. Then I, of straw. As the Homburg has come lower right corner would make the story complete at a glance.
believed he had discovered the cache and got Interested lo the girl."
shall cpen parlors In a downtown to stay, Its name must be changed.
'.
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HEN a doctor pronounced
the edict, "four months of
rest and change of climate,
with plenty of fresh air and
sunshine," the question arose, where
to7 Tne tIme was December, with all
coia and tnsagreeableness of a
northern climate
Someone suirgested "Why not eo to
tne Is,e of Pines? There you could
1
xne sunsnme ana
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Always in robust health, B. W. D. Barnes could
nae, snoot ana get his man. He was everything
a sheriff in Warren Co.. Tennessee, should be until
overtaken by a complication of catarrhal troubles
that all hut cut him down.
tne stomacn, bowels or other
story

,

Hera is the
told In hl own
words: "I had throat trouble from
which no relief seemed possible. Mr
health was Ron. Finally I decided
to try Peruna
and was entirely
cured by four bottles. That was
three years ago. I am now aa well
as ever; able-trids all the time.
Thanks to Peruna."
Like Sheriff Barnes, thousands
Owe their present health to Peruna.
For catarrh of the head, nose and
throat, catarrhal inflammation' of

CLEVER.

Mho) J
7

1 Railroad bridge near Ufa, Russia, which was blown up by
the bol.shevlkl, cutting the town off from the
outside world.
shells about to be exploded by the reclamation and demolition men of the
American field ammunition force.
French searchlight on the Rhine facing the historic village of Well-nic- h
and the famous old Mouse castle.
h

3-- Glant

Jimmy, what are the advantages of
living In the temperate zoneJ" asked
the teacher at the close of the geogra

o

phy lesson.
None," answered Jimmy, bluntly.
Why, Jimmy I" expostulated the
teacher. "You know we live In the

Jimmie Knew.
temperate zone."
Jimmle had made some boastful re- Yes, I know," declared Jimmy. "An' marks as to his progress la grammar,.
It takes all father can earn to buy Ice I by the way 6f offsetting his short-isummer an' coal In winter."
comings In the science of numbers.
A few weeks later Jimmy was going I
"Well, what Is a pronoun, Jimmle?"
Into the. third grade, having success- asked pa.
fully passed the holiday examinations,
A pronoun Is a word that stands
and his parting with his beloved teach for another word," replied James.
er was tearful.
'Give me some examples of a word
i
"Oh, teacher!" he walled, "I wish that stands for another word," sug
you knew enough to teach the third gested pa. i
grade, so you could come along an'
'Well, there's dern an' darn an'
teach me next year." '
blame an' doggone," said. James.
Jimmy Is getting along well In these
days.
Fresh, sweet, white, dainty clothes
for baby, if you use Red Cross Bag
Blue. Never streaks or injures them.
All good grocers sell It, 5c a package.

n's

e

Conservation.
Jimmy is a small
and
very unpopular with the family Just
now. He reckons time from a bagful
of
marbles, and has reduced
the use of soap and water to a fine
point. The other morning he was, as
usual, late at breakfast Finally his
father mounted the steps a few at a
time only to come on Jimmy In the
bathroom door looking complacently
Into his mother's band mirror.
'x
"What are you doing with, that
mirror?" his father asked, brusquely.
"Trying to see what part of my faco
to wash," he answered promptly. Indianapolis News.
ld

n

German state property in territories

.
Dr. Hartman'a Famous
Peruna Tonlo has been a standard
household remedy for forty-fl- v
years.
If you are sick and Buffering:,
write The Peruna Company, Dept.
A, Columbus Ohio, for Dr. Hart-maHealth Book. It la free.
Your dealer has Peruna in both
tablet and liquid form. If you want
health, insist upon having7 Peruna.
you , Peruna.
Tour dealer will
Almanac
org-ans-

nines mm ii tne noisnevists can
bring food to the hungry people there
they can retain their control; that If
they fall there will be another revoluthe reparation to be demanded of the tion. Is It true, then, that hunger is
CURRENT
Huns, the economic experts have tne rood on which bolshevlsm thrives?
found the amount of damage Inflicted When the Hungarian revolutionists
by the Germans was between
made overtures to the people of Ger
Hungary in Grip of Bolshevism
and $45,000,000,000. but as man Austria, the latter replied they
this Is beyond the ability of Germany could not adopt bolshevlsm hecnnaa
and Other Parts of Central
to pay, the sum Is being scaled down they were dependent on the allies for
Europe in Ferment.
and probably will be less than $30,- - their food the inference being that If
000.000,000.
tney were not thus dependent they
No Altruism.
nisi wuuiu sei up a soviet govern
"How Jones does abuse automobiles
If the treaty with Germany Is such ment.
PEACE DELEGATES STARTLED
Poor Cholly.
as dangerous." "No wonder. He Is
as It is supposed to be, Germany will
Cholly "Fish is a wonderful brain an accident insurance agent"
refuse to sign It. Anyhow, that Is
Another contradiction Is to be found
food, they say." Miss Kawstlck "I
what the press and many of the lead In the stories
come of conditions
8peed Up Work on the Treaty, Which ers say.
you ' weren't eating any."
that
noticed
'
Mean.
Doctor Dernburg of unsav In Russia. American
commissioners.
Germane Say They Will Not SJgn
"He's a man after my own heart.'
ory memory, declares the German peo and most
of the press reports, have
Never fool with a fool; he might
"I wouldn't call tbst much of recLeague of Nations Covenant
ple will not accept a treaty of peace led us to believe
fool you.
there was little
ommendation."
Being Amended.
that Is not Inspired by Impartiality, to be found therethat
but murder, anarAspiria is the trade mark of Bayer laaaufactur e Monoaccücaddertcr of SalfeylieacM
Justice and a spirit of reconciliation chy, riot and starvation. Agents
of
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
and that does not contain a league of the French government
returning
from
AN APT COMPARISON.
Bawop-lbfelo- Éc
Matters In Europe last week moved nations into which Germany is admit itussia report that wholesale massa
swiftly toward a climax. Bolshevism ted with full rights. Doctor Stfhiffer, cres have ceased generally,
Mr.
I.
you
M.
Doe,
Ill
remind me
that order
was gathering Itself for Its greatest minister of finance, says he has taken prevails and
of a bird.
Industries are being reefforts, and made a start in that way a solemn oath that the government sumed. It is
said that even the
Doc How so?
that alarmed the civilized world. It will not surrender one Inch of German roads are returning to something rail
like
Because you're forever sticking
territory.
The Prussian national assem- normal
fastened Its clutches on Hungary, or
service, trains being run
your bill in my face.
at least on the government and on oiy nas voted against the relinquish tween Moscow and Petrograd be
on
Budapest, the capital, and soviet rule ment of any of the Rhine territory, es scheduled time. Conservative Influ
Unusual.
pecially the Snar basin. All over the ences are making
was established in place of the repubthemselves manifest
A curious cuss
lic that was headed by Count Karolyi. country meetings are be'ing held, or- In every direction In
Russia, It ts said,
Is Henry Gores,
"A Blessing for Humanity in
Revolution broke out In Galicia, start- ganized by Foreign Secretary Brock- - and officials in power appear to real
He' publicly admits
'
to protest against an ize
He
ing In the oil districts; a soviet govsnores.
the necessity of recognizing indienslaving peace."
ernment was set up, the Leraberg
This movement, vidual rights to property In order to
For Headache.
Lame Back
Colds
in
Additional Data.
which all factions are joining. Is
soviet declared a general' strike, and
maintain their authority.
Neuralgia
Lumbago
Young
Hopeful My teacher told ns
Grippe
Polish troops sent to combat the rev- being used to reawaken the national
A bolshevik commissioner lold the
olution joined In the movement. Bes- spirit, and the threat of spreading correspondent mentioned above that if today that the tongue Is the organ of
Toothache
Pains
Joint
Influenzal Colds
sarabia was proclaimed a republic and bolshevlsm If the demands of the Ger the allies would withdraw their sup speech.
Achy
Gums
Sciatica;
Henpecked
Neck v.
.Stiff
But
Father
man
did
she
tell
people are no met Is being used port from
Its directorate began military operathose who are opposing the
'
tions against Roumanla's army, de- by the leaders to intimidate the Inter soviet government the civil wars you that In women It Is an organ
Earache
Gout
Distress
feating a part of it. The Bessarablan allied peace delegates.
The latter, would end in thirty days, the gran without any stops?
Rheumatism y
Neuritis
Pain! Pain!
movement undoubtedly was directed however, do not seem especially wor aries of Siberia would be opened,
the
When a Man Bluffs.
ried, evidently taking It for granted army demobilized,
by the Russian bolshevlkl and supportthe factories start
"Bligglns complains he Is constantly
ed by the Ukrainians, the Idea being that Germany will have to accept any ed again and the present want
Proved Safe by Millions! American Owned!
and being misunderstood."
to establish communication between treaty they formulate. If the Ger misery ended.
"He
isn't.
to
He
tries
fine
assume
mans
do
to
submit
bolshevlsm, It will
Moscow and Budapest by breaking
Dispatches from Paris indicate that qualities that he doesn't possess. HIS
Adults- - Take one or two "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" with
through Roumanla.
Efforts to turn be of their own free will, and mainly the allied peace delegates are slowly
troubles arise from the fact that he Is
and German Austria In spite and not because they pre changing their opinion
If necessary, repeat dose three times a day, after meals,
Water.
concerning the too easily understood."
over to the bolshevlkl have been so fer that form of "government"
Russian situation, though not In the
20 cent Bayer packages also larger Bayer packages.
far unsuccessful.
least minimizing the threat of bol
Provino It- Buy
Bayer packages only Get originar package. .
With Hungary the case Is different, shevlsm to the rest of the world.
"I hope the man you're engaged to
Frank critics of the peace confer- and It may well be that that coun Stephen Pichón, foreign minister, told Is a man of deeds, not words."
Typical Pessimist.
Conditional.
ence lay the blame for much of this try's new soviet government will re the French chamber of deputies that
"Sure be is. He's a real estate
Representative Esch was defending
"Don't you dote on a good hotel dinon those idealists who undertook to fuse to sign any treaty with the al the policy of the allies in Russia was agent."
his bill for the unscrambling of the ner?"
remodel the entire world and bring lies, if it survives. At the end of the not "war" but a "pacifying" policy
railroads.
VYes, if It is a good table d'hote."
about the millennium at once In- week there were evidences that the and designed to save Russia from the
Twaa Ever Thus.
"I believe In the railroads," he said.
stead of first making peace and per- allies were about to take decided ac- grip of Germany.
Cleric (to widower) Tour loss Is T am an optimist. Pessimists, you'll
When . a soldier becomes Insano
mitting the belligerent nations to re- tion against the Hungarians.
The
her gain, remember.
find, are poor stuff all around.
there Is something wrong at
civil-liesume the ordered activities of
French were urging that an army be
The
One
Bereaved
It always was
'A preacher said to a pessimist:
The league of nations commission,
existence. That the gentlemen sent to occupy territory between Rus
since the day I married her.
"How dare you rail at Providence
gathered in Paris have recognized sia and Hungary, and General Mangin with President Wilson in the chair,
like that? How dare you say you have
their error Is apparent in their present was recalled from Mayence In this completed its consideration of the
Accounts for Their Pallor.
nothing to be thankful for? Why, man,
haste to complete the peace treaty connection. Italian troops were re covenant of the league Wednesday
'Why do you use the expression 'as look at your neighbor, Curtis. His wife
night.
was
It
over
to
turned
a draft- pale
and have It signed. They will, accord- ported to have occupied Pressburg,
as a door knob'?"
has just been carried off by the grip.
ing to reports at the time of writing, Hungary, only 35 miles from Vienna. ing committee which was to go over
"Door knobs are in doors so much
Well' snarled the pessimist, 'what from
Include in the treaty a formal state- Allied gunboats were hurriedly sent It carefully and return It to the com
or Calf Cholera
you know."
good does that do me? I ain't Cur- Many die Scours
mission
for
final
consideration
before
and all are ruined If these alimenta
ment concerning the league of nations, up the Danube for the purpose of pro...
re neglected. Both can potiihrely be revested
tis.'" '
because Germany will be required by tecting the French and British mis It was reported to the executive com
sad overcome wit
the treaty to surrender her colonies sions in Budapest. The members of mittee of the peace conference. Many
DR. DAVID ROBERT8'
to mandatories of the proposed those missions are believed to have proposed amendments to the original
Calf Cholera Remedy
plan were considered, including seven
league, but it Is not unlikely that the escaped safely.
At onr dealers or
suggested
by
B.
Hughes
Charles
and
adoption of the full constitution of the
Bela Kun, as foreign minister, Is
POSTPAID $1.M
New Ufa Tom U Get RiJ of TImm Ugly Speti
r
Consult Da. DAVID ROBERTS
league will be deferred.
The first bossing the bolshevlst Job In Buda those drafted by former President
no
lighten
Thm's
tlw
Iorrw
ne4 of feellni
about all animal alimenta. Intreaty, which was being considered pest, and he and his associates are Taft. It was understood that Ma Wil
ashamed of jour freckle, aa Othlne double
formation free. Send for prlee
strength le guaranteed to remore these homely
list of medicines and aret FRB1
last week by Wilson, Lloyd George, nationalizing everything and ordering son had deferred the presentation of
copy
spots.
of
Specialist" with lull Infor"The
Cattle
safeguarding
amendments
the Monroe
Olemenceau and Orlando, It was said. the severest of penalties for any form
Simply
set an ounce of Othlne double mation on Abortioa in Cows. DR. DAVID ROBERT!
strength from your druggist, sad apply a little VETERINARY CO.. 100 Grand Ave. Weuketaa. Wis.
was sufficiently firm In Its terms to of resistance. Count Karolyi Is vari doctrine and exempting domestic
of It night and morning and you should soon see
Insure a lasting peace, would simplify ously reported to be executed and In questions from the league's Jurisdic
that even the worst freckles bare begun to dls
No
tion.
amendment
been
has
Incor
appear, while the lighter ones hare ranlshed enthe international food problem and prison. The outbreak of the revolutirely. It is seldom that more than one ounce
porated
specifically
that
meets the de
pave the way for Industrial and tion in Hungary at this time Is as
Is needed to completely clear the skin and gala
THE MAIN POINT.,
a beautiful clear complexion.
financial reconstruction. The princi- cribed to the action of the French mands of Japan for recognition of the
Machines
Be sure to ssk for the double strength Othlne,
pal aims of the proposals under con- military mission In establishing a neu equality of nationals.
r
as this la sold under guarantee of money bask
"Phil, what are you
New
and
second
at?"
hand. Guaranteed
Among
the
adopted
to
U
amendments
was
remoTe freckles. Adr.
it falls
sideration were: (1) To Insure ample tral cone between Roumanla and Hun
"I heard a tunny story today."
machines at lowest pnces.
security for the future protection of gary In a way that led the Hungarians one providing that the offices of the
.
did
so?"
Hia Alibi.
MOUNTAIN SALES AGENCY
France, especially on her eastern to believe their country was about to league are open to women as well as
"I don't Just remember, but it was
we
were
."Before
married you prom
men,
201 E. & C. Bldg, Denver, Colo.
to
permitting
one
and
the
with
Czecho-Slovakterribly funny."
frontier; (2) to establish a strong be dismembered. The
ised to get me everything I want."
Italy, with a formidable northern bar- it was understood, went Into action drawal of a member on two years'
"No, my dear; I said I would get
A Vow.
rier against aggression ; (3) to create against the Hungarian bolshevists at notice, but not until such member has
'
HAIR BALSAM
ypu everything you need."
Whether the years prove fat or lean.
a strong Poland ; (4) to found a league once, some of their troops having cap-- ' filled Its .International obligations.
toilet preparation of merit,"
This vow I here rehearse;
Belpa
to eradloate dandruff.
of nations pledged, on material as tured Raab, on the Danube, InterruptI take you, dearest Margarine,
For Reetorlna Color and
Classified.
';
Beaaty to Gray or Fedad Hair,
or lor worse.
ror
well as moral grounds, to the presering communication between Budapest
Dutter
The Industrial situation in Great
eoo. and tl.OQ at Drurglsta.
"I can read Cholly like a book."
vation of world peace.
and Vienna. Large Hungarian cannon Britain has been greatly alleviated by
"You're foolish to strain your eyes
The
Nasal
Clue.
factories are situated In Raab. The the report of the committee appoint
over a small type."
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
T see where a whole case of whl
The "big four," as they are called premier of Czecho slovakia, Dr. Karl ed by the Industrial conference that
ky
disappeared
has
the authorities
la Paris, were said to have decided o Kramarsz, now In Paris, declares his met last February, consisting of thirty
make peace with all four of the enemy country Is too strong to yield to bol- employers and thirty trades unionists. were very anxious to trace."
"I should think the detectives could
nations at once. This plan presents shevik temptations, though he admits xne committee recommends that a
easily smell out a case like that"
orne difficulties, one of the least of it is In dangerous proximity.. If bollegal maximum working week of 48
which Is the fact that the United shevlsm Is victorious In Russia, he hours be established, that systematic
His Exhibit.
8tates never was at war with Turkey predicts that country will Inevitably overtime be discouraged and that
heard
"I
the
romantic young man
Most
Kidney dlseass Is no respecter of per- signals that the kidneys need help,
troublesome will fall under German Influence.
and Bulgaria.
legal time wage rates of universal ap yon were Interested in departed from
sons.
A majority of the ills afflicting lou should use GOLD MEDAL Haarbe the fair assessment of the pre-wa- r
plicability be fixed. To meet the prob his lady's presence Inspired like a true
today can be traced back to the lem
people
Oil Capsules immediately.
Tho
debts of those two nations and of
Here is a peculiar contradiction of lem of unemployment and the care of knight."
kidney trouble.
soothing, healing oil stimulates the.
Austria-Hungar- y
among the- - various opinions.
The kidneys are the most Important kidneys, relieves Inflammation
For many months we have the unemployed, It suggests state de
was that?"
'
"How
and deorgans of the body. The are the
stroys the germs which have caused it.
provinces, and the fixing of the been assured, that the one sure thing velopment of new Industries, the rais
"Well, her father was booted and
your
blood.
of
Go
poisons
to
your
If the
druggist today and get
boundaries they must accept.
that would check ,the spread of the ing of the age .limit for child labor. he was spurred."
which are swept trom the tissues by the box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil
It I believed Germany's new bound- bolshevik poison. In Russia and else more generous sick' benefits and old
blood are not eliminated through the Capsules.
In twenty-fou- r
hours you '
kidneys, disease of one form or another should feel health and vigor returning.
aries have been virtually fixed by the where, was food ; and consequently age pensions. A national industrial
Defended.
will claim you as a victim.
After- you feel somewhat improved
peace delegates, though no announce- Mr. Hoover has been making strenu council of 400, and a standing com
"Mr. Smith has a great deal of
Kidney disease is usually Indicated by continue to take one
or.two capsules
ment lhas been made. A financial ous efforts to feed central Europe. mittee of 50 are proposed. It is be- acerbity In his conversation."
weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness, each day, so aa to keep
the first-cladespondency,
to
working
Now
an
been
backache,
fast
newspaper
corenterprising
has
troustomach
plan,
lieved this
possibly with modifi
condition and ward off the danger of
commission
"Indeed, sir, I never heard him say
ble,
pain
loins
in
and
lower
abdomen,
other
of
attacks.
respondent who has been long In Rus cations, will be adopted by the gov anything but what was perfectly
settle the reapportionment
tail stones, gravel, rheumatism, sciatica l(fákíPKth8J0lí,?ü,,,1
Ported GOLD
public debt, the question of sia and Is at present In Petrograd, ernment.
and lumbago.
proper."
All these aerancementa are nature's funded It they do not help
.
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to be ceded by the peace treaty and
the order In which the obligations of
Germany shall be Imposed. As for
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DON'T LET YOUR
CALVES DIE

FRECKLES

'

Adding and Calculating
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IT'S NOT YOUR HEART;
IT'S YOUR KIDNEYS
'
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LAUD VALUE FIXED
Depends Altogether on Power of
Giving Wealth.
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In The

STDRIES

Any fool knows
enough to carry

an umbrella
it rains.
but the wise man
when

AMERI

!

Acre of Weat.
em Canada, With Adjacent Mar.
keta, Are 8o Attractive
to Settlera.

That It Why the Fertile
;

'
Throughout every portion of the
Western Empire lands that are capable
of producing, are in great demand.
We find that In the States of proved
agricultural wealth, land prices have
Increased within the past three or
four years to a degree that ten years
ago would not have been thought to
be possible. Land that sought buyers
at $100 an acre five years ago is
changing hands atv$200 an acre. The
secret of this does not He altogether
in the higher prices of farnj products,
for the expense of. production has Increased proportionately. The better
methods of farming have had a good
deal to do with It, and the knowledge
that demands for farm products will
be sufficiently great for a good many
years to come to insure a continuation
of the high prices that prevail at
present Then, again, Improved machinery, the tractor and other means
of economic power will tend to lessen
the cost.
Governing land values, too, are cli
mates, soil, moisture, settlement, railroads, markets. Without markets, no
matter how much the other factors enter into It, the land la merely of
s
speculative value,
It is not more than a third of a
century since ninety per cent of
the land In Western Canada, now occupied and tilled, and producing
enough In one year to give a profit
to thirty .dollars
of from twenty-fiv- e
per acre, was unoccupied or used as
grazing land, find worth very little.
These lands today are valuable, and
are being sought by settlers who realize their present and future value.
There is no portion, of the world that
is attracting the same, attention. The
soil may have Improved in the past
centuries with the fertilizing given It
by nature; the climate has not
Changed, and the moisture may be
considered the same. These are three
of the essentials of good land. What
they lacked a third of a century ago
was markets a fourth ' essential.
These they have now. Thus provided,
It Is not to be wondered at that these
millions of acres with their great
wealth, which have so long been awaiting the awakening touch of mankind,
are now to be found adding to the
available wealth of the world. With
the advent of railroads, throwing their
great trunks of steel across the continent and over the surface of these
boundless plains, spreading out their
tentacles to remoter parts, the world
at large has begun to realize that here
was a country possessing all the natural advantages claimed by older communities; that land here Just as good
or better, acre for acre, as their own
could be had for almost the asking.
With the realization of the foregoing facts came the people, who
found that a railway had preceded
them and markets already existed for
anything that they might care to
raise. These markets have greatly
expanded and, are capable of still
greater expansion, and" assure to the
agriculturist the prevailing prices of
the world. An assured market means
added value to every acre of land In
Western Canada, and the near future
will-selands that are now selling
at exceptionally low prices begin to
increase In value, Just as they have In
Eastern Canada and the United States.
Advertisement

Professor Keeps Hens

Up Late

to Make Them Lay

.

Now is the spring of our discontent
arrived, ,when every good and ambitious housekeeper turns her household
belongings upside" down and Is Immersed in cleaning, ' polishing, renovating, replacing and repairing them.
The house must take on its summer
dress and the more we care for it the
agreeable the work becomes.
; more
Floors, woodwork and furniture vare
all to be washed and. polished; to begin the work with just soft water 'and
bland soap are the-- best, of all things.
One must have ready for the spring
house .cleaning a good furniture polish. Some of those for sole in th
shops are not good for the finest pieces
of furniture and it Is safer to have a
polish mixed at home and perhaps
cheaper.
,.
Home-Mad- o
Furniture Polish
To cleanse one's furniture with special attention to renewing Its ..freshness 'is, sometimes, to save money
otherwise, spént', at a' cabinet maker's.
And for' this Vork' a most excellent
polish for any, hard .wood Is one comd
posed of
each of wood alcohol,, vinegar and oljve oil. An eighth
of' the quantity oiMInseed oil .added
will - Ihcíeásé'lts' polishing capacities,
but this necessitates greater elbow
grease to prevent stickiness of the
one-thir-

i,

wood surface.'

Powdered pumice and olive oil make
a splendid cleanser for mnhogany.' Especially with an old piece, the beauty
and depth of color,. may be. entirely
dimmed by dust and dirt that has collected" through the months, It not the
years.

The best way of treating It then la
to have a soft bit of. doth-he- ese
cloth is good ; wet It with oil and then
dip Into finely powdered pumice. With
the pad thus made the wood is rubbed
vigorously, renewing the oil or powder as needed, according to the condition of the swab. It will rapidly become dirty and must be folded under
from time to time that the old dirt
shall not be rubbed into the furniture.
' Cleaning Marble Baseboards.
To entirely remove stains and discoloration from marble baseboards' of
show cases, tables or floors or mantelpieces, dissolve powdered whiting in
very strong soda . water. . Apply with
flannel and leave on to dry for twenty-four
hours.' '
Xhe Care of Matting.
The broom, even the covered one,
is not good for matting, and neither
the freauent use of the wet cloth.
used across' the
The
grain, is better ;, and the vacuum-oleane- r
is. of course, best of all. But
In between the latter two comes the
hearth-bruswhich is a
to
to the matting and a labor-save- r
the hnnseworker. To bo. over a" mat
room with a dustpan and
one of these brushes Is a matter of
only a few minutes. These soft hairbrushes, thus used, raise little dust ;
thev keen the matting and the corners
In proper condition, and they do not
ronchen and injure the matting's sur
face. Another merit is that they may
be washed without injury li tney are
quickly dried.
'
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Complying With Fashion's Decree
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is he who carries one when
it ia only cloudy."
Any man , will
Bend for a doc--,
tor when he geta
bedfast, but the wiser one is he
who adopts proper measures before
his ills become serious. During a
hard winter or the following spring
one feels rundown, tired out, weak
and nervous. Probably you have
Buffered from colds or influenza
which haa left you thin, weak and
pale. This is the time to put your
system in order. It is, time for

o'clock every night and outlaying the
ITHACA, N. Y. Pullets dining at nine lights
In every coop, and better health
hens ; electric or other
for chickens are predictions for the immediate future in the poultry world by
Prof. James E. Rice of the department
of poultry husbandry, Cornell university.
.
Professor Rice states that tests
carried on at Cornell during 48 weeks
of the laying capacity of more than 200
hens and pullets have proved that
lights In chicken coops have a direct
effect on the production of eggs. The house-cleanin- g.
j
coops were kept lighted until nine
alterative
good,
A
egg
totals
o'clock every nlchi and the
and temperance tonic is one mad
, showed that 100 hens and pullets in the
chicken houses produced of wild roots and barks without the
lichted
136
dozens more eggs than the chickens that went to bed when the sun use of alcohol, and called Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
;
went down.
In money, wholesale. prices, the Increased dozens of eggs in the lighted in tablet or liquid form. This is
coop amounted to $71.88.
n each chicken house the 100 layers were 55 pullets nature's tonic, which restores the
and older hens and the pullets bent the easoned layers in number of eggs tone of the stomach, activity of
produced. The light had no other effect on the poultry except that they the liver and steadiness to the
maintained somewhat better health.
nerves, strengthening thewhole
The average increase in production of eggs for hens in lighted coops is system.
poultryman
The
Rice.
placed at "one dozen or more" per year by Professor
Kant. "Borne yean ago when my
has control over the egg production by turning the light switch. Laying kA.Atchitm,
roa aKnnt fmiv VAarn ill d hm faofl broke (Hit
pullets quit laying when the lights were turned off for a period and began oo one aide in circular form with a rough, red
eruption. My sister Mvuea me io give mm ui.
acuin when the lights went on.
"

ed

0
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Rio Grande,

"Kidnaps" Texas Farmer Into Mexico

One of the most remarkable cases of "kidnaping"; ever
HIDALGO, TEX
in the lower border region of Texas has come to the attention of
the United States and Mexican authorities. Jose Cuntu, a peaceful land owner
and valley farmer, who has lived all
his life In Texas, was bodily trans
A) POR EL KfiOK--i
Ax
ferred to Mexico by a recent rise In SHUT L
I OB MIGUEL
the Rlo Grande. Along with him went
IF IT AlrlT ft
400 acres of his most productive land
rtRINfiO and many head of live stock.
WHAT RIGHT
Under Dast decisions of the inter
YOU COT in
MEXICO 9
national boundary commission the cen
ter of the bed of the Rlo Grande is
the dividing line between üe United
States and Mexico. This shifting of
the course of the erratic river places
Mr. Cantu and much of his property
on the Mexico side of the stream and, according to the Mexican authorities,
he is now amenable to the laws and taxes of that country.
Upon Mr. Cantu's transplanted farm are a number of homes of employees
who were also American voters until the river changed its course.
InTo further complicate matters, the Mexican customs authorities are
property
and
other
etock
on
live
his
pay
duty
sisting that Mr. Cantu shall
that has found Its way to that country by no consent of his.

fsi

Oft-Tol-

Tale of the Girl in the Country Town

d

Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and the one
bottle was all I found necessary to giye him to
completely olear his skin." Mr: C. W. BmUn,
1025 0o S.

A GRIPPE

"

Two black hats and a white oue doubts as to Chinese inspiration they
would be dispelled by the big feather
button, perched on top of the crown,
that fashion has approved. ' They are to, which an audacious trimmer has
among many others ; for shapes are in- added a tall sheaf of glycerlned os,
spired by millinery from the four quar- trich feathers.
The same kind of braid is used for
ters of the globe and each Inspiration
bas almost unending variations. Hats the small familiar shape that comand trimmings are more fanciful than pletes the group. It has an odd band
for many seasons and flowers bloom trimming of Tuscan cord about the
in abundance once more on joyous brim, and little flat buttons made of
headwear. The bats pictured In this Tuscan cord set at intervals on the
particular group are in graphic black band. Tuscan braid is a feature of
and white, but fashion smiles on pic- the season's styles, used as a trimming
turesque and colorful hats as well as on other braids or with 'mallnes or
on the brilliant tailored varieties georgette in shapes.
which precede them in the summer pa-

made- up a group that comprises three
fine examples of the smaller shapes

rade.-

;

..':.

u

The white hat shown in the picture
la one. of the peanit braids that may
be correctly called snowy a ' pure,
dead white that makes so good a background for color Or for black in trimmings. 'It has a full, high, flexible
crown In which the weave of the braid
differs from . that, in the brim. It is
varied, again in the baud about the
crown so that the shape in itself is
interesting!
Thread embroidery, m
black jsllk, on this band and a pair of
odd black wings at the 'front of the
crown give a good account pf themselves as the best choice that could be
made for a black and white, combina) : ,
tion,
Black Usere piping braid makes the
.brilliant hat shaped like a mushroom,
that Is akin to those the Chinese wear.
It Is mounted at a fascinating angle
on a wide band of the braid and has
the high .luster that is the pride of
braid hats this season. If one had any

y

.

The Little Breakfast Coat
type of negligee Introduced last spring and that is enjoying
a renewed lease of life Is the little
breakfast coat made of crisp taffeta
or of dotted Swiss, figured cotton voile,
and similar washable fabrics, if something less expensive than silk Is desired. These coats are all made pretty
much alike, with long, straight jackets
reaching to the hips or thereabouts
to which is attached a skirt reaching
half way between ankles and knees.
Ituchlngs of self fabric frequently finish the garment all around' and the
silk models are often trimmed ' in nar'
'
,
row silk fringe.

When Cupid Helped Mirandy to Run

SWAMP-ROO- T

They will often prevent a avert
iSBsJ ous and ptolouifoU tuck.

4CA
wu

Swamp-Roo-

the great kidney, liver and bladder

t,

medi-

cine.

It

a

phyiician'a prescription.
ia a strengthening medicine. It helpa the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
ahonld do.
- Swamp-Roo- t
haa itood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
and start
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
treatment at once.
-However, if yon wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer A Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
ia

Swamp-Ro-

.

A popular

'

!'
The "Boxed" Une.
The "boxed" line appears
and coat dresses.

suits

In
,

,

,,

A Shooting Fish.
A shooting fish in the East Indie's
has a hollow cylindrical beak'. When
it sees a fly on. plants that grow In
shallow streams It ejects a single drop
of water, which knocks the fly Into

the tide.
The Decision. '
"Is she good at pyrographyT"
"Well, her apple pies ain't much,
but she's great on the mince ones." ,

V v ,,,!"
E VlJo

Granulated Eyelids,

Eyes inflamed by expo
sure to San, Dsst nd Wlo
quickly relieved by Mortal
Eye Remedy. No Smarting,
4V
Just Eye Comfort. At
Your Droppists or by mail 60c per Bottle.
For Book el tbe Eye free write
m
Murine) Eye Remedy Co., Chicago.
,

mr

mewo

LAGRirra.

WEEKS 9

jsa

at all or uti atona.

THE SHORTHORN COW
U tbe farmer's oow. 8bo
gives liberal flow of milk
and carries a natural heavy
flesh covering. Bhe has
weight, a quiet disposition
and thrives on the ordinary
farm roughage. Why not
start with two or three registered females? Ton would
soon have a valuable herd
A Shorthorn
at small eost. 2UÜ
bounds to
bnll will add
every steer he sires. Ton
ean always sell a Short

horn. American Shorthorn Breeders' Assocl
ltion 18 Dexter Park Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Commuter's Hope.

Til be heartily glad when they gee
the airship perfected so that It can
take a share In general passenger traffic," remarked Mr. Crosslots.

"It will save time."
"I don't mind the time. But I don't
believe they will ever perfect an airship that will require a passenger to
hnng onto a strap Instead of providing
him with a seat."
Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin.
On rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cuticura Ointment.
Wash off Ointment in five minutes
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. It
is wonderful sometimes what Cuticura
will do for poor complexions, dandruff.
Itching and red rough bands. Adv.
The Alternative.
Hubby I will not stand these shopping bills of yours any longer.
Wlfle I doh't care whether ydu
stand them or not as long as you
foot them.
Knew What She Wanted.
Mrs. Murphy (shopping) I want to
see some mirrors.

Shopwalker

Hand mirrors, madamt

Mrs. Murphy No ; some" that ye can
see yer face In ! London Answers.

"Cold In the Head"

ni
ia an acute attack of Nasal Catarrh.
who are subject to frequent "colds
use
of
And
that the
In the head" will
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will
build up the System, cleanae the Blood
and inder them less liable to colds.
Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh mar
lead to Chronic Catarrh.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is takBlood
en Internally and acta through the
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
11 DniKsrlsts
75o. Testimonials free.
$100.00 for any case of catarrh that
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE- will not

the Elevator ""if. Cheney

Pwr-ao-

Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Explaining a Phenomenon.

For many yean druggist have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's

f

fevor
chilla.
Try

Sure-Enoug-
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Her father mentioning no names searched for her many
DENVER.
He traced her here and knocked on the door of her room in a
cheap hotel, calling out, "It's dud, honey, come to take you home."
He had come from the little Illi
nois town. One can visualize the town.
The main street, Its fixed personnel
the little group In front of the grocery
'store, interminably whittling, yawning
the drug store on the corner where
pallid soda is dispensed to the village
beaux and their belles o' nights after
the hand concert down on the square ;
the post office, rendezvous of Mother
Grundy and her satellites; the depot,
ItbfcaS where all the town goe for Its daily
,
pleasure, seeing the drummer augni
from the train, or Banker Jones return from a business trip to the city, or
the cheap burlesque bunch arrive to gve a golden Interpretation of Life at
"
the op'ry house.
The girl was satisfied there until she went to the big city to visit her
sister, who married well. Then came discontent No doubt the daily contrast
the monotony of the village routine against memory's background of bright
lights, surging crowds, shifting scenes spelled unrest for her. Bhe perhaps
was braver than thousands of her sisters in like surroundings, In all the
towns
of the kind scattered over the country. She finally bolted. She sought
Gamble.
h
She has drunk
Life.
She Is dying now. victim of poison,
Hinkey I hear there's some gamthe cup to its dregs.
bling In town.
There may be no moral to this. The death of a few girls more or less
Dinkey Tou heard something I Only
In
cities, country girls who answered the Lure, probably could never serve
the
good
one.
yesterday I picked a
that calls cityward. But
to stay other girls from following the
Hinkey Where?
Dinkey In a fish market A white-fis- h perhaps some day the church, and the municipal administrations, and the
that never served a day in cold women's clubs will take stepspractical steps to save these girls from themselves, and the beasts who prey, when they come. Mere preaching and tracts
storage I Buffalo Express.
won't do it. The prim path never appeals to Youth above the primrose path.
WHY DRUGGISTS RECOMMEND
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Spring-Tim- e.

Now, there Is Mirandy. Mirandy used to be a general
"This report that Germans are hissNEW
and discontented. Now she's one of the elevator girls In a big ing soldiers Is something astonishing."
office building and contented, I think. She's a very dressy person. And if
"It is," replied Miss Cayenne. "Evihas gone to their
dently the goose-ste- p
she were not a strong young animal
heads."
she couldn't run an elevator all day
with corset three Inches too tight, and
It's an easy matter to fool any one
a blouse that all the draft of 18 stories
-- with the exception of yourself.
blows through, and heels so high that
one can't see how a human being can
YORK.

manage them I
The other day when the elevator
was full of passengers at the ground
floor, Mirandy paid no heed to the
fommand of the aged male starter to
get her car under way. She stood
leaning out her door, one hand on the
cage and one on the wheel, her right foot out In the rear, like a statue of the
Plying Mercury. While the passengers fidgeted and the starter glowered
Mirandy smiled and smiled, her eyes looking through him and out upon the
.
sunny street.
'
And then everybody eaw what detained her. A young colored gentleman
d
derby and a cane had strolled over from the 'opposite aide
In a
of the street and was coming Into the building. "WaltlnM" cried Mirandy,
coquetlng. He entered the car, and the starter was obeyed at last.
But what a ride it was I Could Mirandy be expected to stop w ithout jerking, and golug by each floor signalled, when she had an ardent admirer bending over her? Surely not I
One by one the luckless pussengers escaped, and only the writer and the
admirer were left with Mirandy. The .writer wanted to go to the eighteenth
floor : the admirer got off at the seventeenth story. "Walt for me, honey," he
said; "I'll be gone only a minute."
The elevntor mode for the eighteenth floor but stopped before it got
there I Mirandy 'then, despite the irate remarks of her sole passenger, propatent-leathe- r
vanity case and proceeded to muke up I
d
duced a
"She balanced the case nicely on the elevator wheel, so that Its mirror was
tilted at a convenient angle, and got buty with a Hp stick, very red rouge,
and a remarkable smoky mess used as face powder by colored folks of quality,
.
Sh nulled nut her hair nnd smoothed her collar.
No. 17 buzzed and down she wentl Nothing could have detained her.
The writer rode downward with Mirandy and her lover, while floors signalled
in vain and all the world was wrapped up In
fawn-colore-

rose-colore-

love-makin-

Weak and Miserable?
Does the least exertion tire yon autf
Feel "blue" and worried and have daily
backache, lameness, headache, dizziness
and kidney irregularities? Sick kidneys
are often to blame for this unhappy
state. You must act quickly to prevent more serious trouble. Use Doan's
Kidney Pills, the remedy recommended
everywhere by grateful users.

A Colorado
M

Miller."

Case
lima
110

HI

W. Abri-

endo St., Pueblo,
Colo., says: "I suffered terribly with
4on my feet many

Í

d

ay made me

worse, l coumn't
raise my arm to
comb my hair. I

was in oea tor two
helpless as If Í had
aa
narolvtn
a
Wí-iilA My kidney, acted
V4 too often and my
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